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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Overview 
Surface water is one of the most valuable resources on earth. It provides 
habitat for fish and wildlife, and supports human populations with drinking water, 
recreation, wastewater receptors, and transportation. Despite these benefits, human 
activities can impact surface water resources in many different ways, including: land 
uses such as farming and urban development; intentional or inadvertent discharge 
of municipal and industrial wastewater; and structural modifications such as 
dredging for transportation; or creating impoundment for water supply or flood 
control. As a result, there has been an increasing need to evaluate surface 
hydrologic processes and to assess quantitatively how human activities influence 
the quantity and quality of surface waters. Understanding the basic hydrologic 
processes as well as interactions between several components of the hydrological 
cycle has become an important issue in water resources management. 
Evaluating the process which influence water quantity and quality can be 
achieved through either long-term on-site monitoring or the use of simulation 
models. However, on-site monitoring, particularly in very large hydrologic areas, can 
be time-consuming, labor-intensive, and expensive. The use of simulation models 
has become a viable and cost-effective alternative to monitoring. Currently, the 
alternative to describe surface hydrologic process and to quantitatively predict the 
impacts of human activities is the use of simulation. Not only do models of surface 
water hydrology save time and money, but they also presents a more flexible 
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approach for assessing different land use scenarios and the impacts on single or 
interrelated components of the hydrologic cycle. Indeed, simulation models have 
been used quite frequently to provide guidelines in water resources management 
and to assist in management decision support. 
In simulation modeling, mathematical relationships are used to describe the 
behavior of the physical system or to quantitatively represent the process occurring 
within the system. In general, two basic types of hydrologic models have been 
widely used to determine the hydrologic process. These include lumped parameter 
modeling and distributed parameter modeling. The distributed parameter models 
provide a higher degree of accuracy in estimating spatially-variable hydrological 
processes than the lumped models (Beasley et. al., 1982). Furthermore with the 
distributed models, the models provide powerful and robust tools for understanding 
the probable effects of changes in land development and/or water resources 
management strategies. 
Recently, there has been increasing interest in a new approach to surface 
hydrologic modeling, that is based on a clear understanding of complex water 
balance relationship (Seven, 1987; Dodge, 1988). More complex, physical based, 
process-oriented, and user-friendly hydrologic models have been developed to 
address the ongoing problems of floods and droughts as well as water quality 
degradation. However, most of these models, because of their complexity, are 
difficult to use and to interpret the results from their use. Also, the use of these 
models are limited by their inability to handle the large amounts of input and output 
data needed to accurately describe the hydrological system. Fortunately, recent 
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advancements in geographic information system (GIS) , allows modelers to 
effectively store, capture, manage, retrieve, analyze, and display the large volume 
of data required by these complex models. The integration of these complex 
hydrological models with GIS makes the model easier to use and significantly 
improved the accuracy and scale of resource management (Stuebe and Johnston, 
1990). 
1.2 Specific Objectives 
This research was conducted to develop computer programs, which integrate 
hydrologic model with a GIS. 
The specific objectives of this research are: 
1. To enhance a process-based surface hydrologic model and closely integrate the 
hydrologic model with the ArcView GIS Version 3.0a software package. 
2. To calculate and find routing component of stream flow and overland flow. 
3. To test the validity of the model in simulating the hydrologic response of an 
agricultural watershed. 
In this research , a distributed surface hydrologic model was developed. The 
model was closely coupled with the Arcview GIS software (version 3.0a) to provide 
a spatially explicit surface hydrologic modeling environment. Conceptually, the 
modeling environment consists of several interrelated components, including : (a) 
overland flow modeling module which is based on a kinematic wave approximation 
and modification to the Saint Venant's equation; (b) channel flow modeling module; 
(c) an infiltration module based on the Green-Ampt equation ; (d) an evapotranspira-
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tion based on Penman equation; (e) a flow routing module; and (f) a pre- and post-
processing module for the preparation of input data and the analysis and display of 
the simulation results. The first four modules of the modeling environment were 
written with C programming language. While the last module was written with 
Avenue, an object-oriented programming language in ArcView GIS, and provides an 
integrated graphical user interface (GUI) for user navigation and implementation of 
the modeling environment. To test the applicability and capability of the modeling 
environment, an example application and case study, involving simulation of 
hydrologic response in the Walnut Creek watershed in central Iowa, is presented. 
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CHAPTER2.BACKGROUND 
2.1 Geographic Information System 
A geographic information system (GIS) is a computer-based system, 
consisting of hardware and software that facilitate the capture, management, 
manipulation, analysis, and display the spatially geo-referenced data (Aronoff, 
1989). There are two main data structures that are used in GIS: vector and raster. 
In the vector data structure, objects in the real world are represented as point, line, 
and polygon (Figure 2.1 ), while in the raster data structure similar objects can be 
subdivided into grid cells defined by rows and columns that corresponded to a 
coordinate reference system (Figure 2.2). Although the raster data structure 
requires extensive memory to store information compared with the vector data 
structure, data manipulation and analysis in the raster data structure is much more 
efficient. Thus, environmental modeling using the raster data structure is preferred 
by many GIS users. 
This study uses the Spatial Analyst Extension of ArcView GIS to analyze and 
manipulate the raster-based data for the distributed hydrologic modeling. The 
Spatial Analyst Extension contains a wide variety of tools and functions to facilitate 
cell-based hydrologic and environmental modeling. These functions support 
activities such as calculating flow direction and flow accumulation using digital 
elevation data, performing neighborhood operations such as filtering, and 
delineating watersheds and basins. With these functions of the Spatial Analyst 
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• 1 
1 Residential 2 Water 3 Farmland 
Figure 2.1 Vector data structure. 
1 1 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 
1 1 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 
1 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 
1 1 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 
1 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 
3 3 3 2 2 2 3 3 3 
3 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
1 Residential 2 Water 3 Farmland 
Figure 2.2 Raster data structure. 
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Extension, enhances the analysis and modeling capabilities of Arcvlew, making it a 
highly sophisticated and powerful data management, transformation, analysis, and 
graphical display program. 
2.2 Distributed Hydrologic Modeling 
A hydologic model is a set of mathematics equations that are used to 
elucidate the inter-relationship between different components of the hydrological 
cycle. The construction of a hydrologic model begins with the identification of the 
most important input variables that influence over surface water flow, which can be 
considered as topography, landcover, soil type, and precipitation. If the surface flow 
can be solved correctly after the input variables are applied in the set of 
mathematics equations, these set of mathematics equation will be a transformation 
equation which is useful to predict the output variables from input variables in the 
future. 
Numerous hydrologic models have been developed to predict hydrological 
processes at various space and time scales. These models range from empirical 
models that are based on synthesis of field observations to highly complex models 
that are based on processes and phenomena that influence the hydrologic cycle. 
Chow et al. (1988) divided hydrologic models into two main groups, stochastic and 
deterministic, on the basis of randomness and space-time variability of hydrologic 
phenomena (Figure 2.3). In stochastic hydrologic models, given a specific set of 
inputs, the model generates probability estimates for the output variables (e. g. peak 






/(randomness, space, time) 
Output 
Stochastic/Probabilistic 
Figure 2.3 General classification of hydrologic models 
(modified from Chow et al. , 1988) 
the output variable for a given set of inputs. Both stochastic and deterministic 
models can be divided into two sub-groups depending on the treatment of space: 
lumped and distributed models for deterministic models and space-independent and 
space-correlated for stochastic models. The difference between a lumped 
deterministic model and a distributed deterministic model is how the modeling 
domain is conceptualized. Lumped models assume that properties and factors that 
influence hydrological processes are spatially invariant, while distributed models 
account fully for the influence of spatially variability of processes and model inputs. 
On the other hand, the difference between stochastic space-independent and 
stochastic space-correlated models is how the stochastic nature of processes and 
data are represented in the models. Furthermore, if time is considered variable, 
lumped or distributed deterministic models can be classified as event-based or 
continuous. Similarly space-independent or space-correlated stochastic models can 
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be subdivided into time-independent and time-correlated models depending on the 
treatment of the temporal domain of hydrological processes. 
Distributed models provide a more accurate representation of hydrological 
processes than lumped models. However, very few distributed hydrologic models 
for watershed have been developed. Probably the first conceptual, distributed 
hydrologic model was proposed by Freeze and Harlan in 1969. Since then other 
researchers have suggested different frameworks for synoptic or prognostic 
assessment of distributed hydrological processes. For example, Seven and 
O'Connel (1982) developed a distributed hydrologic model called TOPMODEL that 
uses the topographic characteristics of the modeling domain (e. g. slope, aspect). 
Solomon and Gupta (1977) developed a spatially explicit numerical model for 
predicting runoff from ungaged watershed, while Abbott et al. (1986) developed 
Systeme Hydrologic Europeen (or SHE), a physical-based, distributed hydrologic 
model for calculating water flow and material transport form large basins. Sivapalan 
(1987) described a simple physically-based conceptual model of runoff based on 
catchment topography and the spatially variability of rainfall and soil properties, 
which considered both infiltration excess and saturation excess runoff productions 
mechanisms. Wood et al. (1988) modified the TOPMODEL, which provides capable 
of modeling both infiltration excess and saturation excess runoff and incorporating 
the spatial variability of soils, topography, and rainfall. Other distributed hydrologic 
models have been developed by Leavesley et al (1983), Moore et al. (1986) , 
Grayson et al. (1992), and Refsgaard and Storm (1995). 
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2.3 GIS-based Distributed Hydrologic Modeling 
Generally, distributed hydrologic models, especially those that incorporate 
many aspects of the hydrologic cycle and are numerically based and require large 
volumes of input data, which may require different files and formats. Quite often it is 
difficult to transform, manipulate, and manage these data for modeling purposes. In 
fact the lack of an efficient method to handle large volumes of input data has 
severely limited the used of distributed hydrologic models. Fortunately, the recent 
advancements in GIS, particularly the ability to store, retrieve, manipulate, and 
transform data had made significant impact on hydrologic modeling. A GIS allows 
its users to integrate large amounts of spatially referenced data and provides the 
tools and functions needed to couple different types of models with databases. With 
regards to the latter, these strategies for coupling models with GIS have been 
proposed (Fedra, 1993; Maidment, 1993a; Nyergers, 1993; Livingston and Rasper, 
1994). The first strategy for coupling the model with GIS is loose coupling, which 
involves an exchange of data files between the GIS and the model (Figure 2.4a). 
Under this strategy, the spatially variable inputs required by the model are 
generated by the GIS, while the simulation results from the model are spatially 
organized, transformed and displayed within the GIS. The second strategy for 
coupling model with GIS is often referred to as close coupling. This strategy is a 
modified form of loose coupling and entail the use of special purpose computer 
programs that facilitate the pre - and post - processing of model inputs and outputs 
(Figure 2.4b). The third strategy for coupling the model with GIS is tight coupling or 
full integration (Figure 2.4c). This strategy uses the functions and capabilities of 
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~ Spatial Database Non Spatial Database 1 
Interface 
..,. ;; ~~-~~~ 
tlser Interface : ~ tls~r Interface Ji~ ->.. ~'~~ 
~ ~,,, ,,,,,, ;; 
User User 
a) Loose coupling strategy schematic. 
Figure 2.4 Strategies for coupling GIS with model (modified from Tim, 1996). 






Soil Sam lin Data 
Non Spatial Database 
b) Close coupling strategy schematic. 
Figure 2.4 (continued). 
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Soil Sam lin Data 
User 
c) Tight coupling or full integration strategy schematic. 
Figure 2.4 (continued). 
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some GIS software that allow user to embed the model inside the GIS and to 
develop enhanced user interfaces that influence the look and feel of the modeling 
system. For example, the tight coupling of a model with GIS may involve the use of 
program-dependent languages such as the Arc Macro Language (ESRI , 1991) and 
Avenue (ESRI , 1996) to establish a near-seamless or seamless interface between 
the Arc/INFO or ArcView GIS and the modeling environment. Under this strategy, 
changing the data format between the model and GIS is not required. 
Research activities to integrate GIS with distributed hydrologic models have 
been reported . For example, Cline et al. (1989) and Vieux (1991) linked distributed 
process-based hydrologic model with GIS to simulate surface runoff. VanBlargan 
and Schaake (1987) developed a GIS-based approach to surface hydrologic 
modeling using the kinematic wave approximation to the mass balance equation of 
surface hydrology. Marcus (1991) developed a distributed finite element overland 
flow model to simulate moving rainstorm events in a natural watershed . Gao et al. 
(1993) linked GRASS GIS with a distributed parameter rainfall-runoff model. 
Maidment (1993a) developed a spatially distributed unit hydrograph by using GIS 
and a linear theory of rainfall-runoff. Julien et al. (1995) simulated surface runoff by 
integrating radar-rainfall data, CASC2D model and GIS. Chen (1995) integrated 
surface hydrologic model with ARC/INFO GIS for modeling the hydrologic 
processes of rural watershed . In his study, the two-dimensional form of the Saint-
Venant's equation was used with functions within Arc/INFO GIS to predict both 
channel flow and overland flow with in the watershed. Wang and Hjelmfelt (1998) 
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developed a physically based, an event-based distributed rainfall-runoff model to 
predict overland flow from a relatively flat agricultural watershed. 
16 
CHAPTER 3. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
3.1 Distributed hydrologic model 
Several factors, including climate and the physical characteristics of 
watersheds influence stream flow and surface runoff. The climate factors include 
the type of precipitation, intensity and duration of precipitation, spatial distribution of 
precipitation within the watershed, direction of storm movement, antecedent soil 
moisture conditions, and evapo-transpiration . The physical characteristics of 
watersheds include: land use and land cover, topography, soil type and texture, 
channel type, shape and area of watershed, and artificial drainage. In a distributed 
hydrologic model, these characteristics can be used directly. To determine surface 
runoff by using distributed hydrologic model, hydrologic processes can be 
subdivided into six main components. These include precipitation, infiltration, 
evapotranspiration, overland flow, channel flow, and subsurface flow component. In 
the following sections, details of these processes and input parameters used in the 
model will be provided . 
3. 1. 1 Precipitation and its spatial variability 
During a rainfall event, the intensity of precipitation (both dry and wet) varies 
in space and time. Due to the cost of data acquisition, however, only a limited 
number of gaging stations can be established to monitor this variability. In order to 
provide spatio-temporal values of precipitation for distributed (grid-cell-level) 
modeling, techniques of spatial interpolation are needed. Two of the most widely 
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used interpolation techniques are the inverse distance weighting technique (IDW) 
and Kriging. Each technique is briefly described below. 
3.1.1.1 Inverse Distance Weighting Technique 
Inverse distance weighting (IDW) technique of spatial interpolation 
determines cell values at unsampled points using a linearly weighted combination of 
a set of sample points. The weight is an inverse function of the distance between 
sampled and unsampled pointed. For each cell within the two-dimensional domain, 
a weight is assigned to each sampled point (e. g. rainguage station), based on the 
distance from that point to an unsampled point (e. g. watershed grid cell). The 
estimate of rainfall intensity or amount for a specific cell is equal to the summation 
of the measured rainfall intensity at each station multiplied by the corresponding 
weight. The general equation can be expressed as: 
where 
111 
G(x,y) = L w;.f(x;.y;) 




f(x;,y;) = observed rainfall intensity at (x;,y;) location 
d; = distance from station i to cell (x,y) 




p = an arbitrary positive real number 
3.1.1.2 Kriging 
Kriging is a geostatistical technique that generates an estimated surface from 
scattered set of points of known (sampled) values. Thus, kriging is based on the 
method of regionalized variable, which assumes that the variation of sampled value 
has a spatially correlated and spatially uncorrelated components. This spatial 
variation can be measured by constructing a semi-variogram expressed as: 
1 x 2 
r(h) =-I {z(xJ-z(xi + h)} 
2n i=I 
(3.3) 
where n is the number of pairs of sample points Z(xi) separated by the distance h, 
and J{h) is referred to as the sample variogram. Kriging is by far more 
computationally intensive than the IDW technique discussed earlier and, hence, 
was adopted in this research to spatially generalize or regionalized the values of 
precipitation measured for a particular study area. 
3.1.2 Infiltration 
Infiltration is the process of ground water surface penetrating into the soil. 
Many factors influence infiltration rate, including the condition of soil surface and its 
vegetative cover, the hydraulic properties of the soil, and the antecedent soil 
moisture content. To describe the factors that influence infiltration, mathematical 
equations have been developed. These include empirical, physical and theoretical 
equations (Maidment, 1993b). Some of these equations were developed from 
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approximations to the classic Richard's equation, while others were developed from 
the basic theory of soil-water balance. One of the widely used approaches for 
predicting infiltration is the Green and Ampt equation. This equation (Green and 
Ampt, 1911) determines the infiltration rate of a soil according to the expression: 
in which 
f = infiltration rate (L T1); 
K = hydraulic conductivity (L r1); 
H1 =capillary pressure head at the wetting front (L); 
Md =soil moisture deficit equal to (Be -BJ ; 
Be = effective porosity equal to (¢-BJ; 
¢ = total soil porosity; 
Br =residual saturation; 
Bi = initial soil moisture content; 
F =total infiltration depth (L); 
(3.4) 
Based on soil classification, Rawls et al. (1983) provided average values for 
the Green and Ampt parameters as shown in Table 3.1. 
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Table 3.1 the Green and Ampt infiltration parameters for various soil texture 
classes (Rawls et al., 1983). 
Soil texture Porosity Effective Capillary Hydraulic 
Class Porosity Pressure Head Conductivity 
</J Be Hr K (cm) (cm/hr) 
Sand 0.437 0.417 4.95 11.87 
Loamy sand 0.437 0.401 6.13 2.99 
Sandy loam 0.453 0.412 11 .01 1.09 
Loam 0.463 0.434 8.89 0.34 
Silt loam 0.501 0.486 16.68 0.65 
Sandy clay loam 0.398 0.330 21.85 0.15 
Clay loam 0.464 0.309 20.88 0.10 
Silty clay loam 0.471 0.432 27.30 0.10 
Sandy clay 0.430 0.321 23.90 0.06 
Silty clay 0.479 0.423 29.22 0.05 
Clay 0.475 0.385 31 .63 0.03 
3. 1.3 Evapotranspiration 
Several useful methods have been developed to estimate evapotranspiration 
from cropland (Ritchie, 1972; Criddle, 1958; Blaney, 1959; Jensen and Haise, 
1963). Jensen et al. (1990) provided an excellent discussion of the concepts and 
method for estimating evapotranspiration, including the widely used Penman 
method (Penman, 1963). This method, which was used in this study to estimate the 
evapotranspiration rate can be mathematically expressed as: 
ti r AE'Fo = --(R11 - G) +--6.43(1.0 + 0.53v2 )(es - ed) (3.5) 
ti+r ti+r 
where 
JoETa = reference ET for a well-watered grass expressed as latent heat flux 
density, MJ m-2 day-1, 
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"' 
= slope of the saturation vapor pressure curve in kPa/°C, 
r = psychrometric constant in kPa/°C, 
Rn = net radiation in MJ m-2 day-1, 
G = heat flux density to the soil in MJ m-2 daf 1, 
V2 = average wind speed at a height of 2 min m/s, 
es = saturated vapor pressure at mean air temperature in kPa, 
ed = saturated vapor pressure at mean dew-point temperature in kPa. 
The slope of the saturation vapor pressure can be obtained from: 
1'. = 0.20(0.00738T + 0.8072) 7 - 0.000116 
where 
T = mean air temperature in °C. 






101.3 - 0.01055*£ 
2.501 - 0.002361T 
P = estimated atmospheric pressure in kPa, 
E = elevation in m, 
A- = latent heat of vaporation of water in MJ/kg, 






(1 - a) Rs - aT/ [0.34 - 0.139 (ed)0·5](0.1 +0.9n/N) (3.10) 
where 
Rs = the solar radiation received at the earth's surface in MJ m-2 daf 1, 
a = the radiation reflection coefficient or albedo with value near 0.25 for 
green crops, 
a- = Stefan-Boltzmann constant (4.903X10-9 MJ m-2 daf1 °K-4), 
Ta = absolute air temperature in °K (°C + 273), 
n/N = ratio of actual to possible hours of sunshine. 
If n!N is not measured, it can be obtained from 
n!N~ [(:J -035 }061 (3.11) 
where Rso is the mean solar radiation for cloudless skies in MJ m-2 daf1 from Table 
3.2. 
For es and ed, they can be obtained from the equations below 
es = 3.38639 *[(0.00738T + 0.8072)8 - 0.00019 * I 1.8T+48l+0.001316] 
ed = 3.38639 *[(0.00738Td + 0.8072)8 - 0.00019 * l l.8T~48 1+0.001316] 
where 
Td is mean dew-point temperature °C. 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
If heat flux density (G) is considered, it can be calculated from the expression 
G = 2.1 *(T i+l - T ;-1) 
in which 
T ;+1 = mean monthly temperature after the month of concern, 
T i-I = mean monthly temperature before the month of concern . 
(3.14) 
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Table 3.2 Mean Solar Radiation for cloudless Skies (Jensen et al., 1990). 
Mean Solar Radiation for Cloudless Skies per Month, MJ m-2 daf1 
North Latitude 
Month 0 10 20 30 40 
Jan. 28.18 25.25 21.65 17.46 12.27 
Feb. 29.18 26.63 25.00 21 .65 17.04 
Mar. 30.02 29.43 28.18 25.96 22.90 
Apr. 28.47 29.60 30.14 29.85 28.34 
May. 26.92 29.60 31.40 32.11 32.11 
June 26.25 29.31 31.82 33.20 33.49 
July 26.67 29.43 31 .53 32.66 32.66 
Aug. 27.76 28.76 30.14 30.44 29.18 
Sept. 29.60 29.60 28.47 26.67 23.73 
Oct. 29.60 28.05 25.83 22.48 18.42 
Nov. 28.47 25.83 22.48 18.30 13.52 
Dec. 26.80 24.41 20.50 16.04 10.76 
Table 3.3 Approximate Crop Coefficient for a Grass Reference Crop (Cuenca, 
1989). 
Date Corn (grain) Cotton Potatoes Soybeans 
Midwest Southwest Northwest Midwest 
May 1 -15 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 
16 - 30 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.3 
June1-15 0.7 0.6 0.7 0.6 
16-30 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.8 
July 1 -15 1.0 1.2 1.1 1.0 
16-30 1.0 1.2 1.1 1.0 
Aug. 1 -15 1.0 1.2 1.1 1.0 
16-30 0.9 1.2 1.0 1.0 
Sept. 1 -15 0.6 1.1 0.8 0.8 
16-30 0.8 0.6 
Oct. 1 -15 0.5 
16 - 30 
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Finally, actual ET for crops can be estimated with crop coefficients from 
(3.15) 
where 
Kc is an approximate value of crop coefficients for a specific crop and 
location as summarized in Table 3.3. 
3. 1.4 Overland Flow 
To calculate flow rate and flow depth, a two-dimensional Saint-Venant 
equation was applied in this study to simulate overland flow in watershed. Primary 
equations for continuity and momentum equations are expressed as: 





-+-=q 01 a y 
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3.1.5 Channel Flow 
In stream channels, flow rate can be computed from Manning's equation , 
which in metric units can be expressed as: 
where 
Q = _!_ A R 213 81 112 
n 
Q is the flow rate (L 3T1); 
A is the cross-sectional area in (L2) ; 
R is the hydraulic radius (L); 
n is the manning roughness coefficient; 
s1 is the friction slope; 
(3.20) 
Based on different types of land cover, Engman (1986) and Huggins et al. 
(1975) summarized the values for Manning's coefficient n as shown in Table 3.4. 
Table 3.4 Manning's roughness values for various field conditions (Engman, 
1986; and Huggins et al., 1975). 
Field condition 
Fallow 
smooth, rain packed 
medium, freshly disked 
rough turn plowed 
Cropped 












3.2 WSHMS-ArcView GIS Interface 
3.2.1 Model Structure 
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The WSHMS-ArcView GIS interface was developed as a grid-based surface 
hydrologic modeling environment. As shown in Figure 3.1 , the system consists of 
four major modules, which include: the data pre-processing; overland flow module; 
channel flow computation and flow routing module; and the data post-processing 
module. The data pre-processing module is developed primary to assist in the 
preparation of the data layers required by the model. These layers include: channel 
system, digital elevation model, land slope, soil texture, etc. Both the overland flow 
and channel flow routing modules, as described previously, utilized a modification of 
the two-dimensional Saint-Venant equation and the principle of mass conservation 
to predict the flow depth and flow rate per unit width. The diffusive wave and the 
Manning's equations were applied to route overland flow and channel flow from the 
watershed. Upon completion of the model simulations, the data post-processing 
module is used to examine outputs generated by the model and to present these 
outputs either in graphical or tabular format. The following sections provide 
enhanced description of each of the system modules. 
3.2.2 Data Pre-processing Module 
The functionality of the data pre-processing module is to generate grid-based 
data layers for model simulation in the ASCII format. The Avenue programming 
language inside ArcView GIS software (version 3.0a) provide the functions needed 
to manipulate different types of data and, hence, was used to customize the input 
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data preparation module. To prepare the data layers representing the channel 
system, the corresponding vector data coverage was converted to grid coverage 
and the grid-level data was exported to an ASCII file. To generate the Manning' 
roughness coefficient and soil infiltration parameters, for example, the relevant 
spatial and non-spatial data in the vector data coverage were converted to the grid 
format and exported to ASCII files . To generate slope in x and y directions, DEM 
data, obtained from digitization of the topographic map at 1 :24,000 scale, was used 
to generate the slope in the x and y directions. The DEM data was checked to 
remove potential depressions and sinks that can hinder flow. Procedures suggested 
by Jenson and Domingue (1988) were used in the removal of depression and 
spurious pits in the DEM. Similar to preparing the Manning's roughness coefficient 
layer, precipitation data was joined with an attribute table of rain gauge stations 
from the vector data coverage. For deriving the grid-based precipitation coverage, 
the IDW interpolation technique described earlier was used to generate. 
3.2.3 Overland Flow Module 
To compute overland flow routing in this module, first overland flow depth 
and flow rate for each grid cell at each time step need to be calculated. However, 
because of the lack of appropriate functions in the ArcView's Avenue scripting 
program for computing cell by cell values of flow depth, the C program was 
developed. To calculate flow depth and flow rate, the Green-Ampt equation 
Data Pre-processing 
..................................... .Module .... 




Overland Flow Routing 
. ..... ............................ ............ Module .... . 
~ EELJ 
Data Post-processing 
. .... Module ........... . 




with fully explicit finite difference scheme was applied for each time step to calculate 




f = infiltration rate, 
K = hydraulic conductivity, 
H1 = capillary pressure head at the wetting front, 
Md = soil moisture deficit, 
F = total infiltrated depth, 
M = time step. 
A two-dimensional Saint-Venant equation in partial differential form was 
applied to model overland flow, which is expressed as: 
ah aqx aqy . (3.22) - +-+- = l 
dt ax ay 
in which 
h = surface flow depth, 
qx = unit discharge in x direction , 
qy = unit discharge in y direction , 
= excess rainfall equal to (rainfall intensity - infiltration rate -
evapotranspiration rate). 
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v = average flow velocity, 
R = hydraulic radius, 
n = Manning's roughness coefficient, 
s1 = friction slope in flow direction. 
Assuming that the hydraulic radius is equal to the flow depth, Manning's 
equation can be expressed as: 




where his overland flow depth. 




5 =cell size, 
Qin = total inflow, 
Qup = inflow from adjacent upstream cells in a 2x2 or 3x3 window kernel, 
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Qout = total outflow, 
r =rainfall intensity, 
f = infiltration rate. 
And the approximation form to equation can be derived as: 
h1+1'.t = h1 + /'t.t (Qt -Qt ) ()2 /11 out (3.27) 
Therefore, Q0 ur can be derived from Manning's equation, which expressed as: 
Qt = _'\f_u f h ; + h i+ I () re-( )5 /3 
out n 2 (3.28) 
substituting the equation (3.25) with the diffusive wave equation from 




Thus, after substitute equation (3.27) with Q;n from equation (3.30), the 
approximation from the equation can be expressed as: 
h1+1'.I =hi+ /'t,_([(j2(i-(f"t.Qx-f"t.QYJ) "QI -Qt ] 5 2 () + L.. out(i-1) out(i) (3.31) 
hr+.Jr = flow depth at time t+M, 
hr = flow depth at time t, 
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The diffusive wave approximation of momentum equation in x and y 
directions are: 
az 
sfy = sjy0 --01 
in which the diffusive wave approximation can be obtained as: 
S ( ·k-1 "kt)=S ("k-1 " k)-h(j,k,t)-h(j,k-l,t) fx J, ,], ' fxO ], ,], 
w 
S ( . k _ 1 . k) = Elev(j,k -1) - Elev(j,k) 
jxO j, ,}, 
w 
Similarly, 
S ( ·-lk "kt)=S ("-lk "k)-h(j,k,t)- h(j-l,k,t) 
fy } ' '} ' ' fyO } ' '} ' w 
S (. _ 1 k . k) = Elev(j- I,k)- Elev(j,k) 









Elevlj,k) is the elevation value at the center of grid cell (j,k) and w is grid cell 
size. Therefore, a resistance function in terms of depth-discharge relationship can 
be expressed as: 
q =a h/3 
x x (3.38) 
q =a h/3 y y (3.39) 
where ax and a Y vary with the derivative of depth in diffusive formulation , and j3 is 
a constant. In general the terms ax, a Y, and j3 depend on the flow regime-laminar 
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or turbulent. For turbulent flow over a rough surface, the Manning's equation can 














Note that while ax and a Y vary for a specific rainfall event, since S Jx and S Jy 
vary, the value of fJ remains constant. The Manning's equation in two-dimension 
can be expressed as follows. 
For S1x(J,k-1,j,k,t) c. O 
qx(j,k-1,j,k) = . 1 [h(J ,k-1,t)t3 [S1x(j,k-1,j,k,t)] 112 (3.43) 
n(1,k- l) 
Otherwise, to handle backwater effects whenever the bed slope and friction 
slope have opposite values: 
in which sfx(j,k-1,j,k,t) < 0 




q/J-1,k,J,k) = . 1 [hu-1,k,t)t 3 [s1yu-1,k,J,k,r)]'12 (3,45) 
n(J-1,k) 
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Otherwise for S !Y(j-l,k,j,k,t) < O 
q (j-l,k,j,k)= ~l [h(J-I,k,t)t 3[-S!Y(j-I,k,j,k,t)] 112 (3.46) 
Y n(J,k) 
Note that, L'.lQx and L'.lQy from equation (3.31) were solved numerically by 
using implicit finite element technique as described by Morris and Woolhiser (1980), 
and Tayfur et al. (1993), which can be expressed as: 
LlQx = q~(j,k ~ j,k + l)-q~(j,k-1 ~ j,k) (3.47) 
LlQY = q~(j,k ~ j + l,k )-q~(j-l,k ~ j,k) (3.48) 
3.2.4 Channel Flow Module 
Similar to the overland flow mdule, the two-dimensional Saint-Venant 
equation expressed in partial form was applied to estimate channel flow. The 
approximation of finite difference approximation to the modified Saint-Venant 's can 
be expressed as: 
h""' (j ,k) ~ h' (j,k) + iM-[ <i;, +"!:'JM (3.49) 
in which 
h1+d1(j,k) = flow depth at element (j,k) at time t+M, 
h1(j,k) = flow depth at element (j,k) at time t, 
In order to calculate L'.lQx and L'.lQy, equations 3.32 - 3.48 were applied in this 
module. After the overland flow depth for each grid cells were calculated, the one-
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dimensional diffusive wave equation was applied for the channel flow. The 
continuity equation for channel flow with distributed lateral inflow is expressed as: 




q(x,t) = is the lateral flow per unit of the channel , 
Ax = the cross-sectional area of channel , 
Q = the channel discharge, 
i(t) = the influx into the channel at time t . 






To determine channel flow, the Manning's equation can be used to estimate 
from the cross-sectional area, hydraulic radius, friction slope, and Manning 's 
roughness. 




For a rectangle channel, the relationship between cross-sectional area Ax, the 
hydraulic radius R, bottom width b, and the flow depth d at time t can be derived as: 
d(t) = Ax (t) 
b 
R(t) = Ax(t) 
2d(t) + b 
For a trapezoidal channel, a similar relationship yields the following: 
Ax (t) = d(t)b + d 2 (t)z 
-b + ~b 2 + 4zAx (t) d(t) = -~-2-z __ _ 
R(t) = Ax (t) 








The solution to the equations discussed above were obtained by using the 
method known as the Secant method with a conditionally stable scheme through 
the temporal domain. 
In order to calculate multiple time steps, kinematic wave celerity needs to be 
considered. The Courant condition (Courant and Friedrichs, 1948) was used to 
ensure the convergence of the model for each iteration. This requires that the time 
step be less than the time for a wave to travel the distance Axi. For the kinematic 




Ck =the kinematic wave celerity and, 
!xx;= the wave travel distance. 
If Mis large, the Courant condition specified above is not satisfied. In the model, 
the use of Courant condition was simply a criterion based on the highest flow 
velocity in the channel at each iteration. 
3.2.5 Data Post-processing Module 
As introduced in the earlier section, the model results can be represented 
either in a graphical or tabular form. To display or print these results, Avenue 
programs were developed to provide and enhanced interface for data post-
processing. In general, the output results from the model can be imported and 
plotted as a hydrograph inside the ArcView GIS software package. Based on the 
components of the interface, which included the use of Windows, !cons, Mouse, 
and Pointers, the user can navigate the entire the system by appropriately selecting 
options from the menus provided in this module. 
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CHAPTER 4. DATA REQUIREMENTS 
The WSHMS-ArcView GIS interface requires ten grid-based data layers to 
run both the overland and channel flow routing modules. These include overland 
flow direction, channel flow direction, channel node, Manning's roughness 
coefficient, hydraulic conductivity, capillary pressure head, effective porosity, slope 
in x direction, slope in y direction, and spatially rain fall data layer. 
4.1 Data sources 
The coverage of land use/land cover was used to identify the Manning's 
roughness coefficient and convert to grid data layer as shown in Figure 4.1 . 
The digital soil information for this study was obtained from SCS ISOIL 
database. Using the soil coverage which incorporated with soil information, the 
hydraulic conductivity, capillary pressure head, and effective porosity data layers 
were derived (Figure 4.2 - 4.4). 
Digital elevation data was obtained from 1 :24,000 U.S.Geological Survey 
(USGS) quadrangle map. The digital elevation data and stream coverage were 
manipulated using ArcView GIS to generate overland flow direction (Figure 4.5), 
channel flow direction (Figure 4.6), and channel node (Figure 4.7) data layers, 
respectively. 
For generating rainfall data layer (Figure 4.8), rainfall data from a point 
rainguage station coverage was interpolated by using the inverse distance weight 
interpolation technique to determine spatially rainfall data layer in this study. 
Manning's Roughness 
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Figure 4.1 Manning's roughness coefficient of the Walnut Creek watershed . 
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Figure 4.5 Overland flow direction of the Walnut Creek watershed. 
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Figure 4.6 Channel flow direction of the Walnut Creek watershed. 
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Figure 4.8 Spatially rainfall data of the Walnut Creek watershed . 




CHAPTER 5. EXAMPLE APPLICATION AND RES UL TS 
5.1 Description of Study Area and Precipitation Data 
The Walnut Creek watershed located near Ames, Iowa, was chosen to 
demonstrate the applicability of the WSHMS-ArcView GIS hydrologic modeling 
environment. The 5,600 hectare Walnut Creek watershed is situated between 41° 
55' N latitude to 42° 00' N latitude and 93° 32' W longitude (Figure 5.1 ). In general, 
the watershed is characterized by low relief and poor natural surface drainage in 
some areas (see Figure 5.2). The upper 75% of the watershed area is relatively flat, 
while the lower 25% has a more gently rolling topography. Drainage from the 
watershed enters the south Skunk River (Schmitz, 1994), and eventually drains into 
the Des Moines River. 
Land use in the watershed is dominated by row crop cultivation with over 
95% of the land in corn-soybean rotation (Keck, 1994 ). Land not used for agriculture 
is under pasture, woodland, and farmstead (Figure 5.3). In the lower section of the 
watershed , there is an evenly distributed mix of row crops, pasture, and woodland. 
In contrast, the upper 75% of the watershed is almost entirely under row crop 
cultivation. 
Soils in the watershed are predominantly of the Clarion-Nicollet-Webster 
association, formed on late Wisconsin drift (Figure 5.4). Most of these soils were 
formed mostly in calcareous glacial till deposited in the Des Moines Lobe during the 
Wisconsin glaciation. Permeability of most of these soils allows for relatively rapid 
vertical drainage, and certain sections of the watershed have subsurface drainage 
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(Figure 5.5). The Walnut Creek watershed has been monitored since 1990 with 
weekly stream flow sampling, and monitoring of meteorological variables (e.g. , wet 
and dry precipitation, minimum and maximum temperatures, relative humidity, wind 
speed, etc.) began in 1991 (Keck, 1994). In this study, rainfall storm-event data 
collected from 15 rainguage stations (Figure 5.6) around the Walnut Creek 
watershed, during the summer of 1992, were used to test the capability of the 
model. One storm-event, a five-minute accumulation rainfall data, occurred on 
Julian day 197 (Table 5.1) and lasted for about one hour, while a second storm-
event, occurred on Julian day 220 (Table 5.2). As shown in the table, the intensity 
and duration of the first storm-event are relatively higher and shorter compared to 
the second storm-event. 
5.2 Results of Example Application 
The following two parts of results are presented in this section. For the first 
part, simulated channel flow hydrographs at station 310 and 320 are shown in 
Figure 5.7. The channel flow hydrograph at station 310 was generated with the 
rainfall data on Julian day 197, 1992. The magnitude of flow rate at station 310 is 
lower than the flow rate at station 320. This is to be expected since station 310 is 
located upstream of station 320. In a similar representation, Figure 5.8 shows the 
simulated channel-flow hydrographs at station 310 and 320, generated with rainfall 
data collected on Julian day 220, 1992. When the flow hydrographs are integrated 
and compared with the observed flow, the results show reasonable agreement 
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within the accuracy expected in the conceptualized model. More model validation 
exercises, expected to fully enhancement the accuracy of the model, is needed. 
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0.00787 0.004064 0.005842 
0.01372 0.0127 0.01245 
Station ID 
707 708 709 710 712 713 714 
0 0 0 0 0.000254 
0.000254 0.004826 0.00508 0.005588 0.01067 0.004064 
0.01067 0.00838 0.0094 0.01168 0.0127 0.01016 0.01422 










0 .00787 0.003556 0.002032 
1210 0.00711 0.00889 0.01194 0.00864 0.01016 0.00737 0.005842 0.00635 0.006096 0.005588 0.006096 0.00737 0.00864 0.01346 0.00914 
1215 0.00381 0.00381 0.004318 0.00381 0.00381 0.004064 0.004318 0.004318 0.003302 0.00381 0.003302 0.005334 0.00508 0.006096 0.004318 
1220 0.002286 0.002032 0.003556 0.00254 0.003302 0.002794 0.002794 0.002032 0.00254 0.00254 0.00254 0.00254 0.002032 0.002286 0.003556 
1225 0.00127 0.001524 0.00254 0.001524 0.002032 0.002032 0.001524 0.001524 0.00127 0.00127 0.001778 0.001016 0.001016 0.00127 0.002286 
1230 0.00127 0.001016 0.00127 0.001016 0.001016 0.000762 0.000508 0.000762 0.00127 0.00127 0.000762 0.000762 0.000762 0.001016 0.000762 
1235 0.000762 0.000762 0.000508 0.000762 0.000762 0.000508 0.000254 0.000254 0.000762 0.000508 0.000508 0.000762 0.001016 0.00127 0.000762 
1240 0.000508 0.000508 0.000508 0.000254 0.000254 0.000508 0.000762 0.000254 0.000254 





















































































































































































































0 0.000254 0.000508 0.000508 0.001016 0.000762 






































































































Table 5.2. Precipitation data on Julian day 220, 1992. 
Time Station ID 
(min) 703 704 705 706 707 708 709 710 712 713 714 719 720 721 722 
330 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
335 0 0 0 0.000254 0.000254 0.000508 0.000508 0 0.000254 0.000254 0 0 0 
340 0.000254 0.000254 0.000508 0 .000254 0.000254 0.001016 0.00127 0.000508 0.000508 0.000508 0.000508 0 0.000254 0 0.000254 
345 0.000762 0.00127 0.00254 0.00254 0.003302 0.00381 0.003048 0.003048 0.002286 0.000762 0.005334 0.000762 0.000254 0.000762 0.000508 
350 0.00254 0.001778 0.001524 0.00127 0.001524 0.001016 0.001016 0.00127 0.002794 0.003556 0.001524 0.002794 0.003302 0.001524 0.001016 
355 0.001524 0.001524 0.000508 0.001016 0.001524 0.001016 0.001016 0.000762 0.000762 0.001016 0.000762 0.00127 0.001778 0.001524 0.00127 
360 0.000762 0.000508 0.000508 0 .000508 0 .000762 0.000762 0.000762 0.000762 0.000762 0.000762 0.000762 0.001016 0.001016 0.001524 0.00127 
365 0.001016 0.001016 0.000762 0.001016 0.00127 0.001016 0.000762 0.001016 0.001016 0.001016 0.000762 0.000508 0.000508 0.000762 0.000762 
370 0.000762 0.001016 0.000762 0.000762 0.000762 0.000762 0.000762 0.000508 0.000508 0.000508 0.000762 0.000508 0.000762 0.000762 0.000508 
375 0 .000762 0.000762 0.000762 0.001016 0.00127 0 .001016 0.000762 0.000762 0.000762 0.000508 0.000762 0.001016 0.001016 0.000762 0.000762 
380 0.001016 0.001016 0.000508 0 .000762 0.000508 0.000254 0.000254 0.000254 0.000508 0.000508 0.000254 0.000762 0.001016 0.001016 0.001016 
385 0.000508 0.000508 0.000762 0.000762 0.000254 0.000508 0.000254 0.000254 0.000254 0.000254 0.000254 0.001016 0.000762 0.000762 0.000762 
390 0.000254 0.000508 0.000508 0.000508 0.000254 0.000254 0.000254 0.000254 0.000254 0.000254 0.000254 0.000508 0.000508 0.001016 0.000762 
395 0.000508 0.000508 0.000254 0.000254 0.000508 0.000254 0.000254 0.000508 0.000508 0.000254 0.000508 0.000508 0.000762 0.000508 0.000508 
400 0.000254 0.000508 0.001016 0.000762 0.00127 0.001016 0.002794 0.00127 0.000508 0.000508 0.000762 0.000508 0.000508 0.000508 0.000508 
405 0.001778 0.003302 0.00381 0.004572 0.004318 0.003048 0.002032 0.002794 0.00254 0.001016 0.00254 0.000762 0.000762 0.000508 0.000508 
410 0.003048 0.002794 0.000254 0.000508 0.000254 0 0 0.000762 0.00127 0.002032 0.000508 0.001524 0.004826 0 0.000762 
415 0.000254 0 0.000254 0 0.000254 0 0.000254 0 0.000254 0.000508 0.000508 0.000254 0.000762 
420 0 0 0.000254 0 0 0 0 0.000254 0 0.000254 0 0.000254 0 
425 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
430 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
435 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
440 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.000254 0 0 
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0 .00127 0.000762 
0 0 0.000508 0.000762 0.001778 0.002032 0.000762 
0 0.000254 0.000254 0.000254 0.001524 0.003048 0.002794 0 .00127 




























545 0.000508 0 0 0 0.000254 0.002794 0.006858 0.00737 0 .00635 0.00508 0 0 
550 0.005334 0.00127 0.000254 0.000254 0.003048 0.005588 0.006604 0.00381 0.003556 0.002032 0.005334 0 0 
555 0.003048 0.01041 0 .002032 0.006858 0.01143 0.00737 0.003556 0.00127 0.001778 0.000508 0.001524 0.000762 

































565 0.000508 0.001016 0.001016 0.000254 0 0.000254 0.000254 0.000254 
570 
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0 0.00991 0.005588 0.002794 0.01041 
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Figure 5.8. Simulated channel flow hydrograph on Julian day 220, 1992. 
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CHAPTER 6. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 
This chapter provides a detailed step-by-step approach for implementing the 
WSHMS-ArcView GIS interface. In general, users can explore the interface by 
making appropriate selections in each menu and dialog options. Table 6.1 
summarizes the major steps to accomplish a surface hydrologic model simulation 
using the interface. 
In order to use WSHMS-ArcView GIS interface, the users must open and run 
the ArcView GIS program (preferably version 3.0). To open the wshms.apr project, 
click on open project from file menu (Figure 6.1). At this point, the user will be 
asked to enter a preferred workspace for running and storing data (Figure 6.2). After 
the user clicks on the OK button, additional dialog and menu options will appear on 
the computer screen. These dialogs and menu options cover the six primary 
components of the interface, including: System Preprocess; Modeling System 
Setup; Run Model; Output Information; Help; and CloseWSHMS. 
Required input parameters are generated in the data preprocessing menu. 
Thus, to generate model input parameters, the user selects the System 
Preprocess option by clicking on the button provided. Then a submenu opens up 
(Figure 6.3), where the user can begin by selecting an existing DEM from the 
System Preprocess submenu by clicking on the Select DEM button and then 
clicking the Open button (Table 6.2) to import the appropriate DEM file for 
modeling. Note that the DEM defines the raster topographic variables (e. g. slope, 
aspect) for the hydrologic model. To calculate slope in x and y direction, the user 
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selects the Calculate X and Y Slope submenu and types in XSLOPE and YSLOPE 
in the appropriate dialog box as shown in Figure 6.4 and then clicks on the Ok 
button. To generate the roughness coefficient, the user selects the Compute Cell 
Roughness Coefficient button, then clicks the Open button, and selects the 
polygon feature from the appropriate coverage (Figure 6.5). Other parameters such 
as channel flow and infiltration are generated by clicking on the appropriate 
submenu option and dialog (see Figure 6.6 and 6.7). Precipitation inputs are 
generated by selecting the Generate Rainfall Data submenu, selecting point 
feature for rainguage station, selecting the appropriate filename for rainfall data, 
defining the desired unit for the rainfall data, and then defining the desired 
technique for interpolating the data (see Figure 6.8). To compute the 
evapotranspiration rate, the user must select the Generate ET Data submenu and 
enter the required parameters in the dialog boxes provided (Figure 6.9). 
After the input parameter files are generated, the user needs to initialize 
parameters for channel flow routing by clicking on the Modeling System Setup 
button, the Channel Flow Routing Initial Condition Setup button and the Initial 
Condition Setup button and then selecting and entering parameters as shown in 
Figure 6.10. Similarly to initialize model parameters for overland flow routing the 
user selects the Overland Flow Routing Initial Condition Setup submenu and 
clicks the Initial Condition Setup dialog to enter the necessary parameters (Figure 
6.11 ). For the overland flow parameters, the user will be asked to select a location 
by clicking on the ID tool button in Table 6.2 and then the location dialog as shown 
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in Figure 6.12. Clicking the Ok or done buttons in each submenu confirms the 
selection and saves the input parameters. 
To run the model , click on the Run Model button, then select the Channel 
Flow Routing option to simulate channel flow and flow routing or select the 
Overland Flow Routing option button to simulate overland flow and to route the 
flow to the channel systems (Figure 6.13). To route the channel flow or to generate 
hydrograph of flow vs time click on the hydrograph tool button (Table 6.2) , then 
select a location in Hydro-id.shp theme (Figure 6.14) where the hydrograph is 
required . 
The output information (Figure 6.15) from the model can be represented 
either in graphical (hydrograph) or tabular form. To examine the model results , the 
user selects the Output Information option button from the submenu. For a tabular 
output of flow rates can be examined by clicking on the Show Table Results button 
(Figure 6.16). Similary, graphical outputs in the form of a hydrograph can be 
obtained by selecting or clicking the Show Hydrograph button (Figure 6.17). In all 
cases the user can print a copy of the tabular summary and hydrograph by selecting 
the Print Table and Print Hydrograph option buttons. To enhance use and 
minimize misuse of the modeling environment, a Help menu is provided information 
about the interface and its various modeling options. To access the help menu 
(Figure 6.18), click the Help button. Upon completing the model simulations, the 
user can return to the main menu and exit WSHMS by clicking on the 
CloseWSHMS button. 
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Table 6.1 Steps in the implementation of the WSHMS-ArcView. 
Start Up 
a. Open wshms.apr project from file menu in ArcView. 
b. Enter the preferred workspace name where the data sets were stored and will be stored. 
c. Click on the OK button. 
The additional dialog menu will appear on the computer screen. 
Data Preprocessing Module 
1. DEM Generation 
a. Click on "System Preprocess" button and select the "Select DEM" button. 
b. Select the DEM from Select DEM File menu. 
c. Cl ick on the Ok button. 
2. Slope Calculation 
a. Click on " System Preprocess" button and select "Calculate x and y Slope" button. 
b. Enter the name of x direction slope grid. 
c. Enter the name of y direction slope grid. 
d. Click on the Ok button. 
3. Calculation of Manning Roughness 
a. Click on " System Preprocess" button and select "Compute cell roughness coefficient" 
button. 
b. Select the land use coverage from Select Roughness Coverage Name dialog menu. 
c. Select item name in the landuse coverage, which will be used as the roughness coefficient. 
d. Enter the name of the output roughness grid. 
e. Click on the Ok button. 
4. Channel System 
a. Click on " System Preprocess" button and select "Set Up Channel " button . 
b. Select the stream coverage from Select Stream Coverage Name dialog menu. 
c. Select the item name in the stream coverage which will be used as the stream order. 
d. Enter the name of the output stream system grid. 
e. Click on the Ok button. 
5. Infiltration Parameters 
a. Click on " System Preprocess" button and select "Compute Infiltration Parameters" button. 
b. Select the soil coverage from Select Soil Coverage Name dialog menu. 
c. Select the item name in the soil coverage, which will be used as the hydraulic conductivity. 
d. Enter the name for the output hydraulic conductivity grid. 
e. Select the item name in the soil coverage, which will be used as the capillary pressure head. 
f. Enter the name of the output capillary pressure head grid. 
g. Click on the Ok button. 
6. Rainfall Data Generation 
a. Click on " System Preprocess" button and select "Generate Rainfall Data" button. 
b. Select the rainguage station coverage from Select Station Coverage Name dialog menu 
c. Select the name rainfall comma delimited text file that includes the name of station in the first 
line. 
d. Select the data unit from the choice menu. 
e. Select interpolation method from choice menu. 
f. Click on the Ok button. 
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Table 6.1 (continued) 
7. Calculation of evapotranspiration 
a. Click on " System Preprocess" button and select "Generate ET Data" button. 
b. Enter maximum temperature value. 
c. Enter minimum temperature value. 
d. Enter mean dew point temperature value. 
e. Enter elevation value. 
f. Enter solar radiation value. 
g. Enter solar radiation for cloudless sky value. 
h. Enter crop coefficient value. 
i. Enter wind speed at 2-meter height value. 
j. Enter flux density to the soil value. 
k. Enter Albedo value. 
I. Click on the Ok button. 
Initial Conditions Set Up Module 
1. Channel flow routing initial condition setup. 
a. Click on " Channel Flow Routing Initial Condition Setup " button. 
b. Click on " Initial Condition" button. 
c. Select DEM grid from Initial Condition Setup dialog menu. 
d. Select the 128-based channel direction grid from Initial Condition Setup dialog menu. 
e. Select the inlet node grid from Initial Condition Setup dialog menu. 
f. Select X and Y slope ASCII file from Initial Condition Setup dialog menu. 
g. Select Roughness ASCII from Initial Condition Setup dialog menu. 
h. Select Porosity ASCII from Initial Condition Setup dialog menu. 
i. Choose the channel type from the choice widget. 
j. Enter the initial flow rate at inlet node. 
k. Enter bottom width of the channel. 
I. Enter a constant Manning's roughness coefficient for the channel. 
m. Enter the name for output initial flow rate grid. 
n. Enter the name for output initial flow depth grid. 
o. Enter the name for output initial cross-sectional area grid. 
p. Enter iteration value. 
q. Enter the text file name to save the initial conditions. 
r. Click on the Ok button. 
2. Overland flow routing initial condition setup. 
a. Click on " Overland Flow Routing Initial Condition Setup " button. 
b. Click on " Initial Condition" button. 
c. Select DEM grid from Initial Condition Setup dialog menu. 
d. Select X and Y slope ASCII file from Initial Condition Setup dialog menu. 
e. Select Roughness ASCII from Initial Condition Setup dialog menu. 
f. Select Porosity ASCII from Initial Condition Setup dialog menu. 
g. Enter the initial flow rate at inlet node. 
h. Enter iteration value. 
i. Enter the text file name to save the initial conditions. 
j. Click on the Ok button. 
k. Click on the ID button to select location from ID theme for simulation. 
I. Click on the Done button. 
Run Model Module 
a. Click on " Channel Flow Routing" button to simulate channel flow routing. 
(After finish simulation, click on the hydrograph button to generate hydrograph). 
b. Click on " Overland Flow Routing" button to simulate overland flow routing. 
Table 6.1 (continued) 
Output Information Module 
1. Show Table Results 
a. Click on the Show Table Results button. 
b. Select table name from list dialog menu. 
c. Click on the Ok button. 
2. Show Hydrograph Results 
a. Click on the Show Hydrograph button. 
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b. Select hydrograph name from list dialog menu. 
c. Click on the Ok button. 
3. Print Table Results 
a. Click on the Print Table button. 
b. Select table name from list dialog menu. 
c. Click on the Ok button. 
4. Print Hydrograph Results 
d. Click on the Print Hydrograph button. 
e. Select hydrograph name from list dialog menu. 
f. Click on the Ok button. 
Help Module 
a. Click on the Help button to open help dialog menu. 
CloseWSHMS Module 
a. Click on the CloseWSHMS button. 
b. Click on the Yes button to exit. 
c. Click on the Ok button. 
Table 6.2 Tools and Icon options. 
Icon Option 
Open button 
EJ Hydrograph button 
ID button 
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Figure 6.3 DEM parameter generation submenu and dialog . 
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Figure 6.15 Submenu for summarizing model outputs. 
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CHAPTER 7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Surface water is one of the most valuable resources on Earth. It provides 
natural habitat for wildlife, fish and other aquatic resources, supports human 
populations with vital, potable drinking water supplies, provides the infrastructure for 
recreation and transportation, and constitute a major component of the hydrologic 
cycle. Despite these benefits, both the quantity and quality of surface water 
resources have been impacted by human activities such as deforestation, 
urbanization, and other activities that contribute to global climate change. In turn, 
these activities modify the global hydrological cycle and contribute to the hazards 
such as drought and floods. To mitigate the potential impacts of human activities on 
surface water resources, there has been increased activity to develop synoptic 
models that explore cause-effect relationship. Understanding the interrelated 
components of regional or global hydrologic cycle has also become an important 
issue for water resource managers and planners. 
In this research, a physically-based, spatially distributed surface hydrologic 
modeling environment that utilizes the full functionality of GIS was developed. More 
specifically, the research involved the close coupling between the ArcView GIS 
software and spatially-explicit hydrologic model. The modeling modules consisted of 
relationships that predict overland flow, channel flow, and other processes of the 
hydrologic cycle. The ArcView GIS was used to encode, store, organize and 
manipulate the spatially distributed data for modeling. It also facilitated the analysis, 
display and visualization of the modeling results. To enhance, the use of the 
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hydrologic modeling environment, a graphical user interface (GUI) was constructed 
by adopting standard paradigm involving windows, icons, menus, and pointers. This 
GUI , together with the extensive help files, significantly enhanced user navigation of 
the modeling environment. To test the capability of the modeling environment, the 
overland flow and channel flow characteristics of a predominately agricultural 
watershed was investigated as an example application. The Walnut Creek 
watershed used in this application is part of the Iowa Management Systems 
Evaluation Areas project site. Results obtained from this example application were 
reasonably good and provide evidence on the usability of the modeling 
environment. 
There are many unsolved issues in distributed hydrologic modeling that 
warrant future research. These issues range from consideration of effects of scale 
to accounting for all processes and mechanisms of the hydrological cycle. For the 
present study, several areas of future research or modification to the modeling 
system can be recommended . For example, with prediction of the spatial and 
temporal distribution of flow obtained from the modeling system, on additional 
modeling component to predict pollutant or sediment transport can be included. 
Also a tile drain and groundwater base flow components should be incorporated into 
model to improve accurate prediction of hydrological processes. 
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APPENDIX A. WSHMS ArcView/AVENUE PROGRAM 
aDialog = av.GetProject.FindDialog("About.Dialog") 
aDialog .Open 
aDialog.MoveTo (300,250) 
the Table= av.GetProject.FindDoc("Table of Discharge") 
theVTab = theTable.GetVTab 
NumRecord = theVTab.GetNumRecords 
theFieldlist1 = theVTab.FindField("Time") 
alist = {} 
for each record in theVTab 




MaxTime = alist.Get(O) 
theFieldlist1 = theVTab.FindField(_label) 
alist = {} 
for each record in theVTab 




MaxFlowRate = (alist.Get(O)).Round +1 
theFieldlist1 = {theVTab.FindField(_label)} 
theChart1 = Chart.Make(theVTab,theFieldlist1 ) 
theChart1 .SetName("HydroGraph at Station "+_label ) 
theChart1 .SetSeriesFromRecords(false) 
theChart1 Win = theChart1 .GetWin 
theChart1 Display= theChart1 .GetChartDisplay 
theChart1 Display.SetType(#CHARTDISPLAY _LINE) 
About 
BuildGraph 
theChart1 Display.SetStyle(#CHARTDISPLA Y _VIEW _SIDEBYSI DE) 
theChart1 Display.SetMaxDataPoints (NumRecord) 







Xlabel = "Time (0 - "+MaxTime.AsString+" SEC)" 
theChart1 .GetXAxis.SetName(Xlabel) 





aChart1 = av.GetProject.FindDoc("HydroGraph at Station "+_label) 
_Chartlist.Add(aChart1 .AsString) 
if (aChart1 =nil) then exit end 
t = aChart1 .GetWin 




NumRecord = _Mylist.Count 
BuildHead 
If= LineFile.Make("Head.txt" .AsFileName,#FILE_PERM_WRITE) 
a Title= "Time,St31 O,St320" 
lf.WriteElt(aTitle) 
i=1 
while (i < NumRecord) 
buffer= _Mylist.Get(i).AsString 
i=i+1 
for each n in 1 .. (2) 









for each i in 1 .. _ldlist.Count 
_label = "ld"+i.AsString 
IDnumber = "ID"+ _ldlist.Get(i-1 ) 
theTable = av.GetProject.FindDoc("Table of Discharge") 
theVTab = theTable.GetVTab 
NumRecord = theVTab.GetNumRecords 
theFieldlist1 = theVTab.FindField("Time") 
alist = {} 
for each record in theVTab 




MaxTime = alist.Get(O) 
theFieldlist1 = theVTab.FindField(_label) 
alist = {} 
for each record in theVTab 




MaxFlowRate = (alist.Get(O)).Round +1 
theFieldlist1 = {theVTab.FindFieldUabel)} 
theChart1 = Chart.Make(theVTab,theFieldlist1) 
theChart1 .SetName("HydroGraph at Station "+IDnumber) 
theChart1 .SetSeriesFromRecords(false) 
theChart1Win = theChart1 .GetWin 
theChart1 Display = theChart1 .GetChartDisplay 
theChart1 Display.SetType(#CHARTDISPLAY _LINE) 
theChart1 Display.SetStyle(#CHARTDISPLAY _VIEW _SIDEBYSIDE) 
theChart1 Display.SetMaxDataPoints (NumRecord) 
theChart1 Display.SetSeriesColor (0, Color.GetBlue) 
theChart1 .GetYAxis.Setleft(true) 





Xlabel = "Time (0 - "+MaxTime.AsString+" SEC)" 
theChart1 .GetXAxis.SetName(Xlabel) 





aChart1 = av.GetProject.FindDoc("HydroGraph at Station "+IDnumber) 
_Chartlist.Add(aChart1 .AsString) 
end 
_System Path. SetCWD 




aTitle = "Time" 
for each i in 1 .. (_Numberline-1) 




while (i < NumRecord) 
buffer= _Mylist.Get(i).AsString 
i=i+1 
for each n in 1 .. (_Numberline-1) 







a Table= av.GetProject.FindDoc("Table of Discharge") 




aNewTab = VTab.Make(buffer,false,false) 
a Table= Table.Make(aNewTab) 
aTable.SetName ("Table of Discharge") 
aTable = av.GetProject.FindDoc("Table of Discharge") 
Tablelist.Add aTable.AsStrin 
CentimeterButton.Click 
Unit = "Centimeters" 
UnitFactor = 0.01 
self.GetDialog.Close 
Av.Run("CloseSubDialog.Menu",nil) 
thisProject = av.GetProject 
Channel Gen 
thisView = thisProject.FindDoc("Watershed Surface Hydrologic Modeling Systems") 




temp= _Channel+" arc" 
aSrcName = SrcName.Make(temp) 
theTheme = Theme.Make(aSrcName) 
theTheme.SetName(_Channel) 
t = thisView.FindTheme (_Channel) 







theTextline = self.GetDialog.FindByName("aTextline28") 
if (theTextline.GetText='"')then 
System.Beep 
MsgBox.Error ("Please Enter Stream Name, Otherwise use default name", "You Have an Error .. !") 
theTextline.SetText("river") 
end 
tempName = _SystemPath.AsString+theTextline.GetText 
' create surface for active point or multipoint FTab 
t = thisView.GetActiveThemes.Get(O) 
' convert selected features of a FTheme to Grid 
if (t.ls(FTHEME)) then 
anFTab = t.GetFTab 
box = _Extent 
cellSize = _Cellsize 
' make a list of fields 
fl={} 
for each fin anFTab.GetFields 





aField = MsgBox.List(fl, "Pick field for cell values:" , "Conversion Field:"++ t.GetName) 
if (aField =NIL) then return NIL end 
' actually do conversion 
aPrj = thisView.GetProjection 
r = Grid.MakeFromFTab(anFTab, aPrj, aField, {cellSize, box}) 
' Clip DEM with Stream 
_DemGrid = Grid.MakeFromASCll((_SystemPath.AsString+"dem.asc").AsFileName,true) 
temp1 = (r.lsNull).Con(r,_DemGrid) 
'Get Statistics Cell Value From Grid 
aGridStat = temp1 .GetStatistics 
' Get Minimum Value From a List 
GridMin = aGridStat.Get (0) 
temp2 = (r.lsNull and _DemGrid).Con(500.AsGrid, 
((temp1 =GridMin.AsGrid).Con(500.AsGrid - (15.AsGrid * r), 
500.AsGrid -(10.AsGrid * r)))) 
' Fill script 
' fill sinks in Grid until they are gone 
elevGrid = temp2 
sinkCount = O 
numSinks = O 
while (TRUE) 
flowDirGrid = elevGrid.FlowDirection(FALSE) 
sinkGrid = flowDirGrid.Sink 
if (sinkGrid.GetVTab =NIL) then 
' check for errors 
if (sinkGrid.HasError) then return NIL end 
sinkG rid. BuildVAT 
end 
' check for errors 
if (sinkGrid.HasError) then return NIL end 
if (sinkGrid.GetVTab <> NIL) then 
theVTab = sinkGrid.GetVTab 
numClass = theVTab.GetNumRecords 
newSinkCount = theVTab.ReturnValue(theVTab.FindField("Count"),O) 
else 
numClass = O 
newSinkCount = O 
end 
if (numClass < 1) then 
break 
elseif ((numSinks = numClass) and (sinkCount = newSinkCount)) then 
break 
end 
waterGrid = flowDirGrid.Watershed(sinkGrid) 
zonalFillGrid = waterGrid.ZonalFill(elevGrid) 
fillGrid = (elevGrid < (zonalFillGrid.lsNull.Con(O.AsGrid,zonalFillGrid))).Con(zonalFillGrid,elevGrid) 
elevGrid = fillGrid 
numSinks = numClass 
sinkCount = newSinkCount 
end 
temp4 = (r.lsNull).Con(r,elevGrid.FlowDirection (false)) 
' Save Data Set 
aFN = FileName.Make(_SystemPath.AsString+"ChDir") 
Grid.DeleteDataSet(aFN) 
temp4.SaveDataSet(aFN) 
' create a theme 
theGTheme = GTheme.Make(temp4) 
' set name of theme 
theGTheme.SetName("Channel Flow Direction ") 
' add theme to the view 
t = thisView.FindTheme ("Channel Flow Direction") 




'Save data set in ASCII file 
aFN = FileName.Make(tempName+".asc") 
if (File.Exists (aFN)) then 
File.Delete (aFN) 
end 
temp4.SaveAsASCI I (aFN) 
'check if output is ok 







aFN = FileName.Make("init.exe") 
if ((File.Exists (aFN)).Not) then 
System.Beep 
MsgBox.Error ("lnit.exe do not exist, Can not run this module" , "You have an error. .. !") 




aFN = FileName.Make("elevdif.exe") 
if ((File.Exists (aFN)).Not) then 
System.Beep 





aTextline = self.GetDialog.FindByName("aTextline5") 
Runiters = aTextline.GeiText.AsNumber 
if (Runiters > _Maxlter) then 
MsgBox.Error ("Iteration Value is exceed Maximum event Rainfall" ,"Please Enter New Iteration value") 
a Textline.SetT ext(_Maxlter.AsString) 
end 
if (Runiters < 1) then 
aTextline.SetText("1 ") 
end 
thisProject = av.GetProject 
thisView = thisProject.FindDoc("Watershed Surface Hydrologic Modeling Systems") 




the Theme= GTheme.Make(_Rivnodeasc) 
'thisView.AddTheme(theTheme) 
'theTheme.SetVisible(True) 




theTextline = self.GetDialog.FindByName("aTextline33") 
lnitSMD = theTextline.GetText 
theTextline = self.GetDialog.FindByName("aTextline32") 
SideSlope = theTextline.GetText 
theTextline = self.GetDialog.FindByName("aTextline72") 
lnitlet = theTextline.GetText 
theTextline = self.GetDialog.FindByName("aTextline75") 
Bwidth = theTextline .GetText 
theTextline = self.GetDialog.FindByName("aTextline76") 
RivRough = theTextline .GetText 
theTextline = self.GetDialog.FindByName("aTextline77" ) 
lnitQ = theTextline.GetText 
lnitFlow = lnitO 
theTextline = self.GetDialog.FindByName("aTextline78" ) 
lnitDepth = theTextline .GetText 
theTextline = self.GetDialog.FindByName("aTextline79") 
lnitArea = theTextline.GetText 
theTextline = self.GetDialog.FindByName("aTextline7") 
lnitFile = theTextline .GetText 
_ELEVasc.SaveAsASCI I ("dem·' .AsFileName) 
hpre = _ELEVasc * O 
hpre. SaveAsASCI I ("hpre" .AsFileName) 
hpre.SaveAsASCI I ("qx" .AsFileName) 
hpre.SaveAsASCI I ("qy" .AsFileName) 
greenaf = _ELEVasc.Con(0.001 .AsGrid ,_ELEVasc) 
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greenaf .SaveAsASCI I ("greenaf" .AsFileName) 
File .Copy("g reencap.asc".AsFileName,"greencap".AsFileName) 
File.Copy("greenk.asc".AsFileName,"greenk".AsFileName) 
greenpore = Grid .MakeFromASCll (_POROSITY,true) 
greensmd = greenpore - lnitSMD.AsNumber.AsGrid 
greensmd.SaveAsASCll("greensmd".AsFileName) 
Grid1 = _Dir12Bgasc 
dirg = 
(Grid 1 =4 ). Con(3.AsGrid, (Grid 1 =8). Con(4.AsG rid, (Grid 1 =16) .Con(5.AsGrid,(Grid 1 =32) .Con(6.AsGrid,(G rid 1 =64 ). Con(7.AsGrid 
,(Grid1 =128).Con(8.AsGrid,Grid1 )))))) 
dirg.SaveAsASCI I ("d i rg" .AsFileName) 
buffer= _SystemPath.AsString+"elevdif" 
System.ExecuteSynchronous(buffer) 
temprq = _Dir128gasc. FlowAccum ulation( (_Rivnodeasc=O). Con(lnitlet.AsNumber.AsGrid, _Dir128gasc*O.AsGrid)) 
temp1 = FileName.Make(_SystemPath.AsString+"temprq") 
temp2 = Grid.lsValidDataSetFileName ("temprq" .AsFileName) 
if (temp2 =true) then Grid.DeleteDataSet(temp1) end 
temprq.SaveDataSet(temp1) 
temp3 = Grid .MakeSrcName (_SystemPath.AsString+"temprq") 
temprq = Grid.make(temp3) 
lnitOgrid = (_Dir12Bgasc and (temprq=O)).Con(lnitlet.AsNumber.AsGrid ,temprq) 
temp1 = FileName.Make(_SystemPath.AsString+lnitQ.AsString) 
temp2 = Grid.lsValidDataSetFileName (lnitO.AsFileName) 




_ChannelType = 1 =Triangular 
_ChannelType = 2 = Rectangular 
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elevdif = Grid.MakeFromASCll(FileName.Make(_SystemPath.AsString+"elevdif"),True) 
lnitQ = Grid.MakeFromASCll(FileName.Make(_SystemPath.AsString+"initq.asc") ,True) 
' Start to Calculate Here 
zz = 1.5 
buffer= _SystemPath.AsString+"init "+ _ChannelType.AsString+" "+Bwidth+" "+zz.AsString+" "+RivRough 




File. Copy(_SX, "sx" .AsFileName) 
File. Copy(_SY, "sy" .AsFileName) 
File.Copy(_ROUGH , "roughn".AsFile~ame) 
File. Copy("initq.asc" .AsFileName, "initq" .AsFileName) 
File. Delete("initd " .As FileName) 
File. Delete("initarea" .AsFileName) 
RivRoughTemp = dirg.Con(RivRough.AsNumber.AsGrid ,dirg) 
RivRough Temp.SaveAsASCI I ("rivrough" .AsFileName) 
areap = Grid.MakeFromASCll((lnitArea+".asc").AsFileName,true) 
rivq = Grid .MakeFromASCll((lnitFlow+".asc").AsFileName,true) 
rivq.SaveAsASCll("rivq" .AsFileName) 
areap.SaveAsASCI I ("areap" .AsFileName) 
areap.SaveAsASCI I ("areac" .AsFileName) 
fveloc = rivq I areap 
cellsize = _ELEVasc.GetCellSize 
Stat= fveloc.GetStatistics 
Vmax = Stat.get(1) 
courant = cellsize/Vmax 
if (courant> _Deltat) then 
courant = _Deltat 
end 
check = courant 
' Make a Initial Condition file before run model 














Channellnitial = 1 















lf.WriteElt(_raintime.AsString) 'Number of Rainfall event 
lf.WriteElt(_Maxlter.AsString) 'Number of lnteration 
lf.WriteElt(_Numberline.AsString) ' 
lf.WriteElt(_ELEV) 'DEM grid name 
lf.WriteElt(_Dir128g) 'Channel direction grid Name 
lf.WriteElt(_Rivnode) 'Inlet node grid name 
lf.WriteElt(_SX.AsString) 'X slope grid name 
lf.WriteElt(_SY.AsString) 'Y slope grid name 
lf.WriteElt(_ROUGH.AsString) 'Overland roughness coefficient grid name 
lf.WriteElt(_POROSITY.AsString) 'Soil porosity grid name 
lf.WriteElt(lnitSMD) 'Initial soil moisture 
lf.WriteElt(SideSlope) 'Side slope of overland to stream 
lf.WriteElt(lnitlet) 'Initial flow rate at inlet of channel 
lf.WriteElt(Bwidth) 'Buttom width of channel 
lf.WriteElt(RivRough) 'Channel roughness coefficient 
lf.WriteElt(lnitQ) 'Output initial flow rate name 
lf.WriteElt(lnitDepth) 'Output initial flow depth name 




File. Copy("hpre". As Filename, "qx" .AsFileName) 
File. Copy("hpre" .AsFilename, "qy" .AsFileName) 
File. Copy("hpre" .AsFilename, "q" .AsFileName) 
File. Copy("initq" .As Filename, "rivq" .AsFileName) 
File.Copy("areac".AsFilename,"areap".AsFileName) 
aGrid = Grid.MakeFromASCll("hpre".AsFileName,true) 
greenaf = aGrid.Con(0.001.AsGrid,aGrid) 
greenaf .SaveAsASCI I ("greenaf" .AsFileName) 
_Channellnital = 1 
_Overlandlnital = 1 
self.GetDialog.Close 
av.Run "CloseSubDialo .Menu",nil 
Filelist = 
{ "_tempgf" , 
"areac" , "areap" , 
"bwidth" , 
"cellsize" ,"courant" , 
"deltat", "deltax", "dem", "de pc", "di rg" , "dqdx" , "di rg .prj" , 
Clean Space 
"dum1 ","dum1 x" , "dum2" , "dum2x" ,"dum3", "dum3x", "dum4" ,"dum4x", 
"dum5","dum5x" ,"dum6" ,"dum6x","dum7","dum7x","dum8","dum8x" ,"dum22", 
"elevdif" , 
} 
"flowdi r", "fveloc" , "flag" , 
"greenaf", "greencap" , "green!" , "greenk" ,"greensmd", 
"hcur" , "headdif", "hh", "hpre" , "hh3", "hydrpara", 
"hydro-id.shp", "hydro-id.shx", "hydro-id .dbl" , 
"id", "initpara" , "initq" , "initq. prj", 
"lqx" , 
"preaf", 
"q", "qout" ,"qx" , "qy" , 
"raing"," roughn", "rivq", "rivrough", "rivrough .prj", 
"sf" , "sfO", "six", "sty", "station" , "sumq" , "sx", "sy", "sfx1 ", "sfy1 ", 
"table","temp_a","temp_hh","temp1","temp2","temp3","temp4" ,"temp5", 
"temp6","temp7'', "temp8" ,"temp9" ,"temp1 O" ,"temp11" ,"temp12" ,"temp13" ,"temp14", 
"temp15","temp16" ,"temp17", "temp18", "temp19" ,"tempdif" ,"temprain", 
"route.exe", "model.exe", "init.exe", "slope.exe", "elevdif .exe", "elevdif2.exe"," run.exe" 
for each i in 1 .. Filelist.Count 
name= Filelist.Get(i-1 ).AsString 
temp1 = FileName.Make(_SystemPath.AsString+name) 






' Disabled Ok Button and Clear Text in Text line Box 
self.GetDialog.FindByName("alabelButton1 ").SetEnabled(false) 
theTextline = self.GetDialog.FindByName("NameDEM") 
' 
' Clease Current Dialog Box 
self.GetDialog.Close 
Av.Run "CloseSubDialo .Menu",nil 
CloseDialog 
self.GetDialog.Close 
av.Run "CloseSubDialo .Menu",nil 
CloseModelingSystemSetup.Menu 
av.GetProject.FindDialog("ChannelFlowRoutingSetup.Dialog").Close 
av.GetPro·ect.FindDialo "OverlandFlowRoutin Setu .Dialo " .Close 
CloseProject 
av. Run("CloseSubDialog. Menu" ,nil) 
t = MsgBox.YesNo(" Are you sure?" ,"Exit WSHMS" ,false) 











av. GetProject. FindDialog("Showl D. Dialog") .Close 
av.GetProject.FindDialog("Cha:mel lnitial.Dialog").Close 
av.GetProject.FindDialog("Overlandlnitial.Dialog") .Close 




av. GetProject. Find Dialog(" Roughness. Dialog"). Close 
av.GetProject.FindDialog("Channel.Dialog").Close 
av. GetProject. Find Dialog(" Infiltration. Dialog" ). Close 
av.GetProject.FindDialog("Rainfall.Dialog").Close 
av.GetPro·ect.FindDialo "ETcalculate.Dialo " .Close 
DefaultChannel.Dialog 
ChannelType = self. FindByName("aRadioButton71 ") 
ChannelType.SetClick("Trapezoidal.Click") 
ChannelType.Select 
_ChannelType = 1 
DefaultButton = self.FindByName("MeterButton") 
DefaultButton.SetClick("MeterButton .Click") 
DefaultButton.Select 




theTextline = self.FindByName("RainFallDialog.Label") 
theTextline.Setlabel("") 
Unit = "Meter" 
UnitFactor = 1 
Method= "IDW" 
_ChannelType = 1 
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Dern Ok 
' Diabled Ok Button and Clear Text in Text Line Box 
self.GetDialog.FindByName("alabelButton1 ").SetEnabled(false) 
theTextline = self.GetDialog.FindByName("NameDEM") 
self.GetDialog.Close 
Av. Run("CloseSubDialog. Menu" ,nil) 
' Find Current View and Open it 
thisProject = av.GetProject 
thisView = thisProject.FindDoc("Watershed Surface Hydrologic Modeling Systems") 




' Add DEM Theme to View 
'aSrcName = SrcName.Make(_DEM) 
theTheme = GTheme.Make(_DEMasc) 
theTheme.SetName("DEM") 
t = thisView.FindTheme ("DEM") 






' Check dem.asc File if it exist then delete it before save it again 
' 
temp1 = FileName.Make(_SystemPath.AsString+"dem.asc") 
if (File.Exists (temp1 )) then 
File. Delete (temp1) 
end 
_DEMasc.SaveAsASCll (temp1) 
_DemGrid = Grid.MakeFromASCll ("dem.asc".AsFileName, true) 
RowCol = _DEMasc.GetNumRowsAndCols 
if (RowCol.Get(1)>140)then 
buffer= "This DEM has "+RowCol.Get(O).AsString+" Row and "+RowCol.Get(1).AsString 
buffer= buffer+" Column which exceed limitation of this Model. Please Select a new DEM" 
buffer= buffer+" that has RowXCol less than 100X140." 
MsgBox.Error (buffer,"You Have an Errors ... !") 
end 
_Row= RowCol.Get(O) 'number of row in DEM 
_Col = RowCol.Get(1) 'number of column in DEM 
Cellsize = _DEMasc.GetCellsize 'DEM cellsize 
Extent= _DEMasc.GetExtent 'DEM extent 
' Close Current Dialog Box 
aProject = av.getproject 
aGuilist = Av.Getproject.GetGuis 
n = aGuilist.count 
aDocGui = aGuilist.Get(n-1) 
aDocGUl.SetVisible (false) 
aProject.EncryptScripts 
av.run " ro·ect.SaveAs", "" 
' Enabled Ok Button 
EncriptSCRIPT 
Enter128Based 
theTextline = self.GetDialog.FindByName("aTextline1 O") 
' Get Text from Text Line Box 
'and Save in _Dir128g Variable 
aNewElement = self.Gettext 




' Enabled Ok Button 
theTextline = self.GetDialog.FindByName("aTextline4") 
' Get Text from Text Line Box 
' and Save in _Channel Variable 
aNewElement = self.Gettext 
Channel = aNewElement 
SrcName.Make(aNewElement) 
' Enabled Ok Button 
EnterDEM 
ok = self.GetDialog.FindByName("aLabelButton1 ").SetEnabled(true) 
theTextline = self.GetDialog.FindByName("NameDEM") 
' 
' Get Text from Text Line Box 
' and Save in _DEM Variable 
aNewElement = self.Gettext 
DEM = aNewElement 
' Enabled Ok Button 
theTextline = self.GetDialog.FindByName("aTextLine16") 
'Get Text from Text Line Box 
' and Save in _ELEV Variable 
aNewElement = self.Gettext 
ELEV = aNewElement 
EnterELEV 
self.Getoialo .FindB Name "aSlider37" .SetU er _Maxlter 
EnterELEV1 
' Enabled Ok Button 
the Textline = self. Getoialog. FindByName("a T extline 1 O") 
' Get Text from Text Line Box 
' and Save in _ELEV Variable 
aNewElement = self.Gettext 
ELEV = aNewElement 
self.GetDialo .FindB Name "aSlider37" .SetU er _Maxlter 
' Enabled Ok Button 
theTextline = self.GetDialog. FindByName("aTextLine7") 
' Get Text from Text Line Box 
'and Save in _attETTableFile Variable 
aNewElement = self.Gettext 




if ((_ETStation<>nil) And (_attETTableFile<>nil)) then 
ok = self.GetDialog.FindByName("aLabelButton4").SetEnabled(true) 
end 
EnterETStation 
' Enabled Ok Button 
theTextline = self.GetDialog.FindByName("aTextline6") 
' Get Text from Text Line Box 
' and Save in _Station Variable 
aNewElement = self.Gettext 
ETStation = aNewElement 
SrcName.Make(aNewElement) 
if ((_ETStation<>nil) And (_attETTableFile<>nil)) then 
ok = self.GetDialog.FindByName("aLabelButton4").SetEnabled(true) 
end 
Enter Infiltration 
' Enabled Ok Button 
theTextline = self.GetDialog.FindByName("aTextline2") 
' Get Text from Text Line Box 
' and Save in _Infiltration Variable 
aNewElement = self.Gettext 
_Infiltration = aNewElement 
SrcName.Make aNewElement 
' Enabled Ok Button 
EnterNodeGrid 
theTextline = self.GetDialog.FindByName("aTextline13") 
' 
' Get Text from Text Line Box 
' and Save in _Rivnode Variable 
aNewElement = self.Gettext 
_Rivnode = aNewElement 
SrcName.Make aNewElement 
' Enabled Ok Button 
EnterPorosity 
theTextline = self.GetDialog.FindByName("aTextLine31 ") 
' Get Text from Text Line Box 
POROSITY = self.Gettext 
EnterPorosity1 
' Enabled Ok Button 
theTextline = self.GetDialog.FindByName("aTextLine30") 
' Get Text from Text Line Box 
POROSITY= self.Gettext 
EnterRainfallFile 
' Enabled Ok Button 
theTextline = self.GetDialog.FindByName("aTextline7") 
' Get Text from Text Line Box 
'and Save in _attTableFile Variable 
aNewElement = self.Gettext 
_attTableFile = aNewElement 
FileName.Make(aNewElement) 
if ((_Station<>nil) And (_attTableFile<>nil)) then 
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ok = self.GetDialog.FindByName("aLabelButton27").SetEnabled(true) 
end 
' Enabled Ok Button 
theTextline = self.GetDialog. FindByName("aTextLine9") 
' Get Text from Text Line Box 
' and Save in _RetriveFile Variable 
aNewElement = self.Gettext 
RetriveFile = aNewElement 
' Enabled Ok Button 
EnterRetrive 
EnterRough 
theTextline = self.GetDialog.FindByName("aTextLine25") 
'Get Text from Text Line Box 
ROUGH = self.Gettext 
EnterRough1 
' Enabled Ok Button 
theTextline = self.GetDialog.FindByName("aTextline22") 
' Get Text from Text Line Box 
ROUGH = self.Gettext 
EnterRoughness 
' Enabled Ok Button 
theTextline = self.GetDialog .FindBy~Jame("aTextLine5") 
' Get Text from Text Line Box 
' and Save in _Roughness Variable 
aNewElement = self.Gettext 
_Roughness = aNewElement 
SrcName.Make aNewElement 
' Enabled Ok Button 
theTextline = self.GetDialog. FindByName("aTextline3") 
' Get Text from Text Line Box 
' and Save in _Station Variable 
aNewElement = self.Gettext 
Station = aNewElement 
SrcName.Make(aNewElement) 
if ((_Station<>nil ) And (_attTableFile<>nil)) then 
EnterStation 
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ok = self.GetDialog.FindByName("aLabelButton27").SetEnabled(true) 
end 
EnterXslope 
' Enabled Ok Button 
theTextline = self.GetDialog.FindByName("aTextline20") 
' Get Text from Text Line Box 
SX = self.Gettext 
EnterXslope1 
' Enabled Ok Button 
theTextline = self.GetDialog.FindByName("aTextLine14") 
' Get Text from Text Line Box 
SX = self.Gettext 
EnterYslope 
' Enabled Ok Button 
theTextline = self.GetDialog.FindByName("aTextline21 ") 
' Get Text from Text Line Box 
SY= self.Gettext 
EnterYslope1 
' Enabled Ok Button 
theTextline = self.GetDialog. FindByName("aTextline15" ) 
' Get Text from Text Line Box 
SY= self.Gettext 
ETcalculate 
Av. Run("CloseSubDialog. Menu" ,nil) 
Tmax = self.GetDialog.FindByName("aTextline7").GetText.AsNumber 
Tmin = self.GetDialog.Find8yName("aTextline8") .GetText.AsNumber 
Tdew = self.GetDialog.FindByName("aTextline9").GetText.AsNumber 
Elev= self.GetDialog.FindByName("aTextline1 O").GetText.AsNumber 
Rs= self.GetDialog.FindByName("aTextline11 ").GetText.AsNumber 
Rs1 = self.GetDialog. FindByName("aTextline12") .GetText.AsNumber 
Kc= self.GetDialog.FindByName("aTextline13").GetText.AsNumber 
Wind= self.GetDialog.FindByName("aTextLine14").GetText.AsNumber 
G = self.GetDialog.FindByName("aTextline15").GetText.AsNumber 
Albedo = self.GetDialog. FindByName("aTextline16") .GetText.AsNumber 
' Calculate Mean Temperature from Tmax. and Tmin . 
Tmean = (Tmax+ Tmin)/2 
' Calculate Delta. from Tmean. 
Delta= ((((0.00738*Tmean)+0.8072)"7)*0.2)-0.000116 
' Calculate Lamda. from Tmean. 
Lamda = 2.501-(0.002361 *Tmean) 
' Calculate Gamma. from Lamda. and elevation of station 
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Gamma= (101.3-(0.01055*Elev))/Lamda*0.00163 
' Calculate Es. from Tmean. 
Es= 3.38639*((((0.00738*Tmean)+0.8072)"8)-(((((1.8*Tmean)+48).Abs)*0.00019)+0.0001316)) 
' Calculate Ed. from Tdew. 
Ed= 3.38639*((( (0.00738*Tdew)+0.8072)"8)-(((((1.8*Tdew)+48).Abs)*0.00019)+0.0001316)) 
' 
' Calculate % Possible Sunshine 
P = ((Rs/Rs1 )-0.35)/0.61 
' Calculate Rn . 
Rn= ((1-Albedo)*Rs)-((4.903*(10"(-9)))*((273+ Tmean)"4)*(0.34-(0.139*(Ed"0.5)))*(0.1 +(0.9*P))) 
' 
' Calculate Potential-ET 
PET= (Delta/(Delta+Gamma)*(Rn-G))+((Gamma/(Gamma+Delta))*6.43*(Es-Ed)*(1+(0.53*Wind))) 
' 
' Calculate ET-Value 
ET= Kc*PET/Lamda/1000/24/60/60 
if ((Tmax+ Tmin+ Tdew+Elev+Rs+Rs1 +Kc+Wind+G+Albedo)=O) then 
_ET= 0 
end 
MsgBox.lnfo(" ET="+ _ET.AsString+" m./sec." ,"ET Result") 
self. GetDialog. Close 
Unit= "Feet" 




S stem. Execute "winhel .exe "+ Pro·ectPath.AsStrin +"wshms.hl 
theView = av.GetActiveDoc 
found= FALSE 
p = theView.GetDisplay.ReturnUserPoint 
for each tin theView.GetActiveThemes 
if (t.CanFindByPoint) then 
keys= t.FindByPoint(p) 




if (t.CanLabel) then 
f = t.GetLabelField 
end 
if (f =NIL) then 
if (key.ls(Number)) then 
idlabel = idlabel+key.SetFormat("d") .AsString 
_label= "ID"+idlabel 




idlabel = idlabel++" X :"++key.GetX.AsString++" Y :"++key.GetY.AsString 
end 
else 
s = t. ReturnValueString(f.GetName, key) 











theView = av.GetActiveDoc 
theTheme = theView.GetActiveThemes.Get(O) 
Id= theTheme.GetGrid 






Station= (Id= _ ldlist.Get(i-1 ).AsNumber.AsGrid).Con(ld,Station) 
end 
aFN = FileName.Make(_SystemPath.AsString+"Station") 
if (File.Exists (aFN)) then 
File .Delete (aFN) 
end 
Station.SaveAsASCll(aFN) 
aStation = Gtheme.Make(Station) 
aStation.SetName("Selected-1 D") 
t = theView.FindTheme ("Selected-ID") 
if (t<>nil) then theView.DeleteTheme (t) end 
theView.AddTheme(aStation) 
self.GetDialog.Close 
theViewWin = theView.GetWin 
theViewWin.Close 
else 





Please select at least one location" , "You have an Error .. !") 
theView = av.GetActiveDoc 
_ID List={} 
aDialog = av.GetProject.FindDialog("ShowlD.Dialog") 
alist = aDialog.FindByName("alistBox3") 
alist.Empty 
alist.ShowCurrent 
theView = av.GetActiveDoc 
aDialog = av.GetProject.FindDialog("ShowlD.Dialog") 
alist = aDialog.FindByName("alistBox3") 
IDrec = alist.GetCurrentRow 
theView = av.GetActiveDoc 
aDialog = av.GetProject.FindDialog("ShowlD.Dialog") 
alist = aDialog.FindByName("alistBox3") 
aButton = aDialog.FindByName("alabelButton2") 
if Udlist.Count > 0) then 
if (_IDrec>=O)then 







theView = av.GetActiveDoc 





alist = aDialog.FindByName("alistBox3") 
the Theme= theView.GetActiveThemes.Get(O) 
p = theView.GetDisplay.ReturnUserPoint 












UnitFactor = 0.0254 
self.GetDialog.Close 
Av.Run("CloseSubDialog.Menu",nil) 
thisProject = av.GetProject 
Inch Button.Click 
lnfiltrationGen 
this View = thisProject. FindDoc("Watershed Surface Hydrologic Modeling Systems") 




temp= _Infiltration+" polygon" 
aSrcName = SrcName.Make(temp) 
the Theme= Theme.Make(aSrcName) 
theTheme.SetName(_lnfiltration) 
t = thisView.FindTheme (_Infiltration) 






theTextline = self.GetDialog.FindByName("aTextline41 ") 
if (theTextline.GetText="")then 
System.Beep 
MsgBox.Error ("Please Enter Hydrolic Conductivity Name, Otherwise use default name", "You have an error .. !") 
theTextline.SetText("greenk") 
end 
tempName1 = _SystemPath.AsString+theTextline.GetText 
theTextline = self.GetDialog.FindByName("aTextline42") 
if (theTextline.GetText="")then 
System.Beep 
MsgBox.Error ("Please Enter Capillary Pressure Head Name, Otherwise use default name", "You have an error .. !") 
the T extline.SetT ext("greencap") 
end 
tempName2 = _SystemPath.AsString+theTextline.GetText 
' create surface for active point or multipoint FTab 
t = thisView.GetActiveThemes.Get(O) 
' convert selected features of a FTheme to Grid 
if (t.ls(FTHEME)) then 
anFTab = t.GetFTab 
box = _Extent 
cellSize = _Cellsize 
' make a list of fields 
fl = {} 
for each fin anFTab.GetFields 





afield= MsgBox.List(fl, "Pick field for cell values:", "Select Fi eld for Hydraulic Conductiviy From:" 
++ t.GetName) 
if (afield= NIL) then return NIL end 
' actually do conversion 
aPrj = thisView.GetProjection 
r = Grid .MakeFromFTab(anFTab, aPrj, afield , {cellSize, box}) 
' rename data set 
aFN = FileName.Make(tempName1 +" .asc") 




' check if output is ok 
if (r.HasError) then return NIL end 
afield= MsgBox.List(fl, "Pick field tor cell values:", "Select Fi eld for Capillary Pressure Head From :" 
++ t.GetName) 
if (afield= NIL) then return NIL end 
' actually do conversion 
aPrj = thisView.GetProjection 
r = Grid .MakeFromFTab(anFTab, aPrj, afield , {cellSize, box}) 
' rename data set 
aFN = FileName.Make(tempName2+" .asc") 
if (File .Exists (aFN)) then 
File.Delete (aFN) 
end 
r.SaveAsASCI I (aFN) 
' check if output is ok 
if (r.HasError) then return NIL end 
end 
'theViewWin.Close 
Method = "Kriging" 
Unit= "Meters " 
UnitFactor = 1 
Unit= "Mi llimeters" 
UnitFactor = 0.001 
Av. Run("CloseS ubSystem P reprocesses. Menu", nil ) 









MsgBox.lnfo(" Please Select DEM Name First" ,"lmoortant .. !") 







av. GetProject. Find Dialog(" Channel Initial. Dialog"). Close 
av.GetProject. FindDialog(" Retri ve.Dialog").Close 
ThisDialog = av.GetProject.FindDialog("ChannelFlowRoutingSetup.Dialog") 
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This Dialog.Open 
ThisDialo .Move To 250, 150 
OpenChannellnitial.Dialog 
aDialog = av.GetProject.FindDialog("Retrive.Dialog").Close 
if(_DEM <> nil) then 
aDialog = av.GetProject.FindDialog("Channellnitial.Dialog") 
aDialog.Open 
aDialog .MoveTo (300,200) 
else 
MsgBox.lnfo(" Please Select DEM Name First"," lmportant .. . !") 
aDialog = av.GetProject.FindDialog("DEM.Dialog") 
aDialog .Open 
aDialog .MoveTo (300,250) 
end 
Av.Run("CloseSubSystemPreprocesses.Menu" ,nil) 
aDialog = av.GetProject.FindDialog("DEM.Dialog") 
aDialog.Open 
aDialog .MoveTo (300,250) 
Av. Run("CloseS ubSystem P reprocesses. Menu", nil) 
if(_DEM <> nil) then 
Open DEM.Dialog 
Open ET.Dialog 
aDialog = av.GetProject.FindDialog("ETcalculate.Dialog" ) 
aDialog.Open 
aDialog .MoveTo (300,250) 
else 
MsgBox.lnfo(" Please Select DEM Name First" ,"lmportant .. . !") 




if(_DEM <> nil) then 
av.GetProject.FindDialog(" Flow.Dialog") .Open 
else 
OpenFlow.Dialog 
MsgBox.lnfo(" Please Select DEM Name First" ,"lmportant ... !") 
av.GetProject.FindDialog("DEM.Dialog").Open 
end 
av. Run("CloseSubDialog. Menu" ,nil) 
ThisDialog = av.GetProject.FindDialog("Help.Menu") 
This Dialog.Open 




if(_DEM <> nil) then 




MsgBox.lnfo(" Please Select DEM Name First","lmportant .. . !") 
aDialog = av.GetProject.FindDialog("DEM .Dialog") 
aDialog.Open 
aDialog .MoveTo (300,250) 
end 
OpenModelingSystemSetup.Menu 
av. Run("CloseSubDialog. Menu" ,nil) 
ThisDialog = av.GetProject.FindDialog("ModelingSystemSetup.Menu") 
This Dialog.Open 
ThisDialo .MoveTo 150,65 
OpenOutput.Menu 
av.Run("CloseSubDialog.Menu" ,nil) 









ThisDialog = av.GetProject.FindDialog("OverlandFlowRoutingSetup.Dialog") 
This Dialog.Open 
ThisDialo .Move To 250, 150 
OpenOverlandlnitial.Dialog 
aDialog = av.GetProject.FindDialog("Retrive.Dialog").Close 
if(_DEM <> nil) then 




MsgBox.lnfo(" Please Select DEM Name First","lmportant .. . !") 
aDialog = av.GetProject.FindDialog("DEM.Dialog") 
aDialog .Open 
aDialog .MoveTo (300,250) 
end 
Av.Run("CloseSubSystemPreprocesses.Menu",nil) 
if(_DEM <> nil) then 
OpenRainfall.Dialog 




MsgBox.lnfo(" Please Select DEM Name First","lmportant ... !") 







if(_DEM <> nil) then 




MsgBox.lnfo(" Please Select DEM Name First","lmportant . . !") 






if(_DEM <> nil) then 




MsgBox.lnfo(" Please Select DEM Name First","lmportant ... !") 





av. Run("CloseSubDialog.Menu" ,nil) 
ThisDialog = av.GetProject.FindDialog("RunMenu.Dialog") 
ThisDialog.Open 
ThisDialo .MoveTo 300,65 
OpenSystemPreprocess.Menu 
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av. Run("CloseSubDialog. Menu" ,nil) 




ok = self.FindByName("aLabelButton18").SetEnabled(true) 
theTextline = self.FindByName("NameDEM.Label") 
theTextline.SetLabel(_path.AsString+"\"+ _DEM.AsString) 
if (_DEM = nil) then 
theTextline.SetLabel("") 
ok = self.FindByName("aLabelButton18").SetEnabled(False) 
end 
Av.Run("CloseSubSystemPreprocesses.Menu" ,nil) 
if(_DEM <> nil) then 
OpenXYSlope.Dialog 




MsgBox.lnfo(" Please Select DEM Name First","lmportant ... !") 





aFN = FileName.Make("elevdif2.exe") 
if ((File.Exists (aFN)).Not) then 
System.Beep 
OverlandlnitialGen 
MsgBox.Error ("Elevdif2.exe do not exist, Can not run this module" , "You have an error ... !") 
Av. Run("CloseSubDialog. Menu" ,nil) 
self. GetDialog. Close 
exit 
end 
aTextLine = self.GetDialog.FindByName("aTextline25") 
Runiters = aTextline.GetText.AsNumber 
if (Runiters > _Maxlter) then 
MsgBox.Error ("Iteration Value is exceed Maximum event Rainfal l","Please Enter New Iteration value") 
aTextline.SetText(_Maxlter.AsString) 
end 
if (Runiters < 1) then 
aTextLine.SetText("1 ") 
end 
' Fill script 
' fill sinks in Grid until they are gone 
elevGrid = _ELEVasc 
sinkCount = 0 
numSinks = O 
while (TRUE) 
flowDirGrid = elevGrid.FlowDirection(FALSE) 
sinkGrid = flowDirGrid.Sink 
if (sinkGrid.GetVTab = NIL) then 
' check for errors 
if (sinkGrid.HasError) then return NIL end 
sinkGrid.BuildVAT 
end 
' check for errors 
if (sinkGrid.HasError) then return NIL end 
if (sinkGrid.GetVTab <> NIL) then 
theVTab = sinkGrid.GetVTab 
numClass = theVTab.GetNumRecords 
newSinkCount = theVTab.ReturnValue(theVTab.FindField("Count"),O) 
else 
numClass = O 
newSinkCount = 0 
end 
if (numClass < 1) then 
break 
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elseif ((numSinks = numClass) and (sinkCount = newSinkCount)) then 
break 
end 
waterGrid = flowDirGrid.Watershed(sinkGrid) 
zonalFillGrid = waterGrid.ZonalFill(elevGrid) 
fillGrid = (elevGrid < (zonalFillGrid.lsNull.Con(O.AsGrid ,zonalFillGrid))).Con(zonalFillGrid,elevGrid) 
elevGrid = fillGrid 
numSinks = numClass 
sinkCount = newSinkCount 
end 
flowdir = elevGrid .FLowDirection(false) 
flowdir.SaveAsASCI I ("flowdir" .AsFileName) 
theTextline = self.GetDialog.FindByName("aTextline24") 
lnitSMD = theTextline.GetText 
theTextline = self.GetDialog.FindByName("aTextline26") 
lnitFile = theTextline.GetText 
_ELEVasc.SaveAsASCI I ("dem" .AsFileName) 
hpre = _ELEVasc * O 
hpre.SaveAsASCI I ("hpre" .AsFileName) 
hpre.SaveAsASCI I ("qx" .AsrileName) 
hpre.SaveAsASCll("qy".AsFileName) 
hpre. SaveAsASCI I ("q" .AsFileName) 
greenaf = _ELEVasc.Con(0.001.AsGrid,_ELEVasc) 
greenaf .SaveAsASCI I ("greenaf" .AsFileName) 
File.Copy("greencap.asc".AsFileName,"greencap" .AsFileName) 
File. Copy("greenk.asc" .AsFileName, "greenk" .AsFileName) 
greenpore = Grid.MakeFromASCll(_POROSITY,true) 
greensmd = greenpore - lnitSMD.AsNumber.AsGrid 
greensmd.SaveAsASCI I ("greensmd" .AsFileName) 
buffer= _SystemPath.AsString+"elevdif2" 
System.ExecuteSynchronous(buffer) 




cellsize = _ELEVasc.GetCellSize 
courant = _Delta! 
check = courant 






























lf.WriteElt{_raintime.AsString) 'Number of Rainfall event 
lf.WriteElt{_Maxlter.AsString) 'Number of lnteration 
lf.WriteElt{_Numberline.AsString) ' 
lf.WriteElt{_ELEV) 'DEM grid name 
lf.WriteElt{_SX.AsString) 'X slope grid name 
lf.WriteElt{_SY.AsString) 'Y slope grid name 
lf.WriteElt(_ROUGH.AsString) 'Overland roughness coefficient grid name 
lf.WriteElt{_POROSITY.AsString) 'Soil porosity grid name 
lf.WriteElt(lnitSMD) 'Initial soil moisture 
If.Close 
self.GetDialog.Close 
av. Run("CloseSubDialog .Menu" ,nil) 
_Overlandlnitial = 1 
Av.Run("ShowlD",nil) 




aChartSelect = MsgBox.ChoiceAsString {_Chartlist, "Select Chart from List below:", "Print Hydrograph") 
if (aChartSelect = nil) then exit end 
av.GetProject.FindDoc(aChartSelect).GetWin.Open 
d = av.GetActiveDoc 
if (0 <= Printer.The.Edit({d.GetName})) then 







self. GetDialog. Close 
PrintTable 
aTableSelect = MsgBox.ChoiceAsString {_ Tablelist, "Select Table from List below:", "Print Table") 
if (aTableSelect =nil) then exit end 
av.GetProject.FindDoc(aTableSelect).GetWin.Open 
d = av.GetActiveDoc 
if (0 <= Printer.The.Edit{{d.GetName})) then 








thisProject = av.GetProject 
RainFallGen 
thisView = thisProject.FindDoc("Watershed Surface Hydrologic Modeling Systems") 





temp= _path.AsString+"\"+ _Station.AsString+" point" 
aSrcName = SrcName.Make(temp) 
the Theme= Theme.Make(aSrcName) 
theTheme.SetName(_Station) 
t = thisView.FindTheme (_Station) 





theTheme = thisView.FindTheme(_Station) 
theVTab = theTheme.GetFtab 
theJoinField = theVtab.FindField(_Station+"-id") 
if (nil = theJoinField) then 
MsgBox.Error 
("Theme's table does not have the join field" , 
11 11 ) 
exit 
end 
' Verify that a table can be created 
' from the given file name. 
isOK = VTab.CanMake (_attTableFile) 
if (isOK.Not) then 
MsgBox.Error ("Invalid file" ,"") 
exit 
end 
' Generate rainfall file by multiply original file with unit factor 
Av.Run("RainfallUpdate" ,nil) 
' Load the table which multiply by unit factor. 
forWrite = False 
skipFirst = False 
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attVTab = VTab.Make (_attTableFile.AsFileName, forWrite , skipFirst) 
attTable =Table.Make (attVTab) 
FieldTableName = attVtab.GetFields 
' Calculate Delta! for Iteration in Model 
T1 = FieldTableName.Get(1 ).AsString.AsNumber 
T2 = FieldTableName.Get(3) .AsString.AsNumber 
_Delta! = (T2 - T1 )*60 
' Calculate Maximum Iteration for the model 
EventNumber = FieldTableName.Count-1 
Maxlter = EventNumber 
if (nil= attTable) then 
MsgBox.Error (" Unable to load attribute table" ,"") 
exit 
end 
attTable.SetName("Table of Rainfall") 
thisTable = thisProject.FindDoc("Table of Rainfall") 
_ Tablelist.Add(thisTable.asstring) 
attJoinField = attVTab.FindField ("Station") 
if (nil = attJoinField) then 
MsgBox.Error 
("Attribute table does not have the join field" ,"") 
exit 
end 
' Join the tables and display the result. 
theVTab.Join (theJoinField, attVTab, attJoinField) 
theTheme = thisView.FindTheme(_Station) 
StationActiveTheme = thisView.GetThemes 
for each i in StationActiveTheme 






theView = av.GetActiveDoc 
'create surface for active point or multipoint FTab 
t = thisView.GetActiveThemes.Get(O) 
' obtain extent and cell size from DEM 
box = _Extent 
cellSize = _Cellsize 
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' This Script below is use to open interpolation dialog and after 
' user selected method, it will generate interp,object. 
'interplist = lnterpolationDialog.Show(t, cellSize) 
'if (interplist.Count < 2) then return NIL end 
'anlnterp = interplist.Get(1) 
if (_Method = "Kriging") then 
Makes a Kriging interpolator. 
aType is the type of mathematical function used to model the semi-variance. 
' aRadius controls how searching for input points is done. It can be a Radius or Nil. 
If it is Nil, then a variable Radius of 12 points with no maximum distance is used. 
aBarrierFTab is used as a limit within the Radius to control searching for input 
' points across such features as riage lines. It can be a line FTab or Nil . If it is Nil, 
then no limit is used within the Radius when searching for input points. 
outVarGridFN is the FileName of the optional output grid data set of predicted semi-variance 
values for each cell in the Grid created when this lnterp object is passed to the 
Grid.MakeBylnterpolation or anFTab.lnterpolate requests. outVarGridFN can be a FileName or Nil. 
If it is Nil, then a grid data set isn't created. 
theRadius = nil 
theBarrierFTab = nil 
outVarGridFN = nil 
anlnterp = lnterp.MakeKriging(#KRIGING_UNIVERSAL2,theRadius,theBarrierFTab,outVarGridFN) 
elseif (_Method= "Spline") then 
Makes a Spline interpolator of a Type. 
aWeight influences the character of the surface. With a Type of #SPLINE_REGULARIZED 
it defines the weight of the third derivatives of the surface in the curvature minimization 
expression. With a Type of #SPLINE_ TENSION it defines the weight of the tension. aWeight can be 
a Number or Nil. If it is Nil, then a we;ght of 0.1 is used. 
' numberPoints is the number of points per region that is used for local approximation. 
' It can be a Number or Nil. If it is f\lil, then 12 points are used. 
anlnterp = lnterp.MakeSpline !#SPLINE_REGULARIZED, nil, nil) 
elseif (_Method = "Trends") then 
' Makes a Trend Surface interpolator. 
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anOrder defines the order of polynomial that is used to create the surface. 
If useLogistic is TRUE, then a logistic trend surface analysis is performed, generating 
a continuous probability surface for binary, or dichotomous, types of data. If useLogistic 
' is FALSE, then a polynomial regression is performed to fit a least-squares surface to the 
set of input points. This is more suited for continuous types of data. 
anlnterp = lnterp.MakeTrend(3, FALSE) 
' 
else 
This line below is used to generate interp object by using defaults wich is 
Inverse Distance Weighted (IDW) with a power of 2, no barriers , and a variable 
' Radius of 12 points with no maximum distance. 
anlnterp = lnterp.Make 
end 
theTextline = self.GetDialog.FindByName("aTextline25") 
if (theTextline.GetText='"')then 
System.Beep 
MsgBox.Error ("Please Enter RainFall Name, Otherwise use default name" , "You Have an Error .. !") 
theTextline.SetText("raing") 
end 
GridName = theTextline.GetText 
for each n in 1 .. EventNumber 
FieldName = attVtab.GetFields.Get(n) 
theVTab = t.GetFtab 
zField = theVtab.FindField(FieldName.AsString) 
tempName = _SystemPath.AsString+GridName+n.AsString 
' perform interpolation 
theTextline = self.GetDialog.FindByName("RainFallDialog.Label") 
theTextline.SetLabel("") 
theTextline.SetLabel("lnterpolating Surface at Time "+FieldName.AsString+" and Export Grid to ASCII "+tempName+".asc 
File") 
aPrj = thisView.GetProjection 
r = Grid.MakeBylnterpolation(t.GetFTab, aPrj, zField , anlnterp, {cellSize, box}) 
' rename data set 
'aFN = av.GetProject.GetWorkDir.MakeTmp(tempName, "asc") 
aFN = FileName.Make(tempName+".asc") 
if (File.Exists (aFN)) then 
File.Delete (aFN) 
end 
r.SaveAsASCI I (aFN) 
' check if output is ok 
if (r.HasError) then return NIL end 
end 
self.GetDialog.Close 
Av.Run "CloseSubDialo .Menu",nil 
thisProject = av.GetProject 
' Load the table. 
forWrite =False 
skipFirst = False 
this Table= thisProject.FindDoc("Original Rainfall File") 




attVTab = VTab.Make (_attTableFile , forWrite, skipFirst) 
a Table= Table.Make (attVTab) 
aTable.SetName("Original Rainfall File") 
thisTable = thisProject.FindDoc("Original Rainfall File") 
_ Tablelist.Add(thisTable.asstring) 
aVtab = aTable.GetVtab 
aFieldNamelist = aVtab.GetFields 
NumberOfField = aFieldNamelist.Count 
NumberOfRecord = aVTab.GetNumRecords 
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alineFile = LineFile.Make("rainfall.txt".asFilename,#FILE_PERM_WRITE) 
' Title for each fields 
data="" 
for each j in 1 .. (NumberOfField-1) 
data= data+ aFieldNamelist.Get(j-1 ).GetAlias+"," 
end 
data= data+ aFieldNamelist.Get(NumberOfField-1 ).GetAlias 
alineFile.WriteElt(data) 
for each i in 1 .. NumberOfRecord 
data= (aVTab.ReturnValueNumber (aFieldNamelist.Get(O),(i-1 ))).AsString 
for each j in 2 .. (NumberOfField) 
aNumber = aVTab.ReturnValueNumber (aFieldNamelist.Get(j-1 ),(i-1 )) 
aNumber = aNumber • _UnitFactor 






thisTable = thisProject.FindDoc("Table of Rainfall") 
if (thisTable<>nil) then 
thisProject.RemoveDoc (thisTable) 
end 
_aTablelist = {) 
buffer= _SystemPath.AsString+"station" 
Station= Grid.MakeFromASCll(buffer.AsFileName,false) 
buffer = _SystemPath.AsString+"hcur" 
Head= Grid.MakeFromASCll(buffer.AsFileName,true) 
buffer= _SystemPath.AsString+"flowdir" 
Flowdir = Grid.MakeFromASCll(buffer.AsFileName,false) 
accHead = Flowdir.FlowAccumulation(Head) 
r = (Station=310).Con(accHead,O.AsGrid) 
_a Tablelist.Add(r. GetStatistics.Get(1)) 
r = (Station=320).Con(accHead,O.AsGrid) 




If= LineFile.Make( buffer.AsFileName, #FILE_PERM_READ) 
Numberline = lf.GetSize 
alinelist = List.Make 
If.Read( alinelist, Numberline) 
_bnks = alinelist.Get(O).AsNumber 
_bwidth = alinelist.Get(1 ).AsNumber 
_zz = alinelist.Get(2).AsNumber 
_raintime = alinelist.Get(3).AsNumber 
_runiters = alinelist.Get(4).AsNumber 
_cellsize = alinelist.Get(5).AsNumber 
_courant = alinelist.Get(6).AsNumber 
_deltat = alinelist.Get(7).AsNumber 
_channeltype = alinelist.Get(9).AsNumber 
_check = alinelist.Get(8).AsNumber 
_ittime = alinelist.Get(1 O) .AsNumber 
Initial List= { "Bnks = "+ _bnks.AsString, 
"Bwidth = "+ _bwidth.AsString, 
"Zz = "+ _zz.AsString, 
"Raintime = "+ _raintime.AsString, 
"Runiters = "+ _runiters.AsString, 
"Cellsize = "+ _cel lsize.AsString, 
"Courant = "+ _courant.AsString, 
"Deltat = "+ _deltat.AsString, 
"ChannelType = "+ _channeltype.AsString, 
"Check="+ _check.AsString, 
"lttime = "+ _ittime.AsString 
} 





If= LineFile.Make( buffer.AsFileName, #FILE_PERM_READ) 
_Numberline = lf.GetSize 
alinelist = List. Make 
If.Read( alinelist, _Numberline) 
It.Close 
_aTablelist = {} 
for each i in 1 .. (_Numberline-1 ) 
_aTablelist.Add(alinelist.Get(i}) 
end 
ChannelType = 2 
self. GetDialog. Close 
Av.Run("CloseSubDialog.Menu" ,nil) 
thisProject = av.GetProject 
Rectangular.Click 
RoughnessGen 
thisView = thisProject.FindDoc("Watershed Surface Hydrologic Modeling Systems") 




temp =_Roughness+" polygon" 
aSrcName = SrcName.Make(temp) 
theTheme = Theme.Make(aSrcName) 
theTheme.SetName(_Roughness) 
t = thisView.FindTheme (_Roughness) 






theTextline = self.GetDialog.FindByName("aTextline27") 
if (theTextline. GetT ext=" ")then 
System.Beep 
MsgBox.Error ("Please Enter Manning Name, Otherwise use default name'', "You have an error. .. !") 
the T extline.SetT ext("manning") 
end 
tempName = _SystemPath.AsString+theTextline.GetText 
'create surface tor active point or multipoint FTab 
t = thisView.GetActiveThemes.Get(O) 
'theViewWin.Close 
' convert selected features of a FTheme to Grid 
if (t.ls(FTHEME)) then 
anFTab = t.GetFTab 
'get extent and cell size form DEM file which already set 
box = _Extent 
cellSize = _Cellsize 
' make a list of fields 
fl = {} 
for each fin anFTab.GetFields 
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afield= MsgBox.List(fl , "Pick field for cell values:" , "Conversion Field:"++ t.GetName) 
if (afield= NIL) then return NIL end 
' actually do conversion 
aPrj = thisView.GetProjection 
r = Grid.MakeFromFTab(RnFTab, aPrj, afield, {cellSize, box}) 
' save data set 
aFN = FileName.Make(tempName+".asc") 




' check if output is ok 
if (r.HasError) then return NIL end 
end 
if (_Channel Initial = 0) then 
RunChannelRouting 




av. Run("CloseSubDialog. Menu" ,nil) 
' Checking Important file before run the model 
aFilelist = {"model.exe", "dem", "deltax", "greenaf", "greencap", "greenk", "greensmd", "elevdif", "rivrough", 
"hpre" , "initpara", "qx" , "qy", "roughn", "sx", "sy", "areac", "a reap", "dirg", "initq", "rivq"} 
for each i in 1 .. aFilelist.Count 
aFN = FileName.Make(aFileList.Get(i-1 )) 
if ((File.Exists (aFN)).Not) then 
System.Beep 
MsgBox.Error ("Missing "+aFilelist.Get(i-1 )+"file, Please generate initial file before run this model again" 
, "You have an error ... !") 
Av.Run("CloseSubDialog.Menu" ,nil) 




MsgBox.Warning ("This Procedure may take several hours'', "Attention Please .... !") 
'Start 
av.UseWaitCursor 




LogTime = {Date.Now.AsString} 
Av.Run("ReadParameters",nil) 
_MyList ={"Station.Data"} 
iter = 1 
check = _courant 
runiters = _runiters 
raintime = _raintime 
deltat = _deltat 
av. S howStopB utton 
statusindex = 0 
canceled = False 
av.SetStatus(statusindex) 
statusincrement = 100 I runiters 
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av.ShowMsg("Process Running...... Click on 'STOP BUTTON' may not yield immediate response") 
if (raintime > runiters) then raintime = runiters end 
while (iter <= raintime) 
ittime = iter * deltat 
buffer= "raing"+iter.AsString+".asc" 
File.Copy(buffer.AsFileName,"temprain".AsFileName) 
while (check<= ittime) 
_Mylist.Add{check.AsString) 
System.ExecuteSynchronous("model.exe") 
statusindex = iter+(statusincrement*(check/ittime)) 
continued = av.SetStatus(statusindex) 






_Mylist. Merge{_a Tablelist) 
if {_courant > delta!) then _courant = deltat end 
if (check= ittime) then 
check = check + _courant 
elseif ((check+ _courant)>ittime) then 
courant = ittime - check 
check = ittime 
else 




it er = iter + 1 
end 
LogTime.Add(Date.Now.AsString) 





Av. Run("BuildTable" ,nil) 
AV.Run("ShowGraph" ,nil) 
n = LogTime.Count 
If= LineFile.Make("Time.log".AsFileName,#FILE_PERM_WRITE) 





Channellnitial = O 
If {_Overlandlnitial = 0) then 
RunOverlandRouting 






' Checking Important file before run the model 
' 
aFilelist = {" route.exe" , "dem", "deltax", "flowdir" , "greenaf", "greencap", "greenk", "greensmd", 
"hpre", "initpara", "q" , "qx" , "qy" , "roughn", "sfO", "sx", "sy", "station"} 
for each i in 1 .. aFilelist.Count 
aFN = FileName.Make(aFilelist.Get(i-1 )) 
if ((File.Exists (aFN)). Not) then 
System.Beep 
MsgBox.Error (" Missing "+aFilelist.Get(i-1 )+"file, Please generate initial file before run this model again" 














LogTime = {Date.Now.AsString} 
Av.Run (" ReadParameters" ,nil} 
_Mylist ={"Station, Data"} 
iter = 1 
check = _courant 
runiters = _runiters 
raintime = _raintime 
deltat = _deltat 
av.ShowStopButton 
statusindex = O 
canceled = False 
av.SetStatus(statusindex) 
statusincrement = 100 I runiters 
av.ShowMsg("Process Running.. .. .. Click on 'STOP BUTTON' may not yield immediate response") 
if (raintime > runiters) then raintime = runiters end 
while (iter <= raintime) 
ittime = iter * deltat 
buffer= "raing "+iter.AsString+".asc" 
File.Copy(buffer.AsFileName, "temprain" .AsFileName) 
wh ile (check <= ittime) 
_Mylist.Add(check.AsString) 
if (File.Exists ("fl ag".AsFileName))then 




statusindex = iter+(statusincrement*(check/ittime)) 
continued= av.SetStatus(statusindex) 
if (Not continued} then 





_Mylist. Merge(_a Tablelist) 
if (_courant > deltat) then _courant = deltat end 
if (check= ittime) then 
check = check + _courant 
elseif ((check+ _courant)>ittime) then 
courant = ittime - check 
check = ittime 
else 




iter = iter+1 
end 
LogTime.Add(Date.Now.AsString) 







Av. Run("BuildOverlandFlowG raph" ,nil) 
'AV.Run("ShowGraph",nil) 
'Av. Run("BuildHead" ,nil ) 
n = LogTime.Count 
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If= LineFile.Make("Time.log" .AsFileName,#FILE_PERM_WRITE) 





Overlandlnitial = O 
Select128Based 
theTextline = self.GetDialog.Fil"'dByName("aTextline1 O") 
source= SourceDialog.ShowClass("Select Channel Direction [128-Based] Grid" ,Grid) 
for each i in source 
_Dir128g = i.AsString 
_Dir128gasc = Grid.Make(i) 
end 




if (_Dir128g <> nil) then 
_path= _Dir128g.AsFilename.ReturnDir 
theTextline .SetT ext(_path.AsString+"\"+ _Dir128g.AsString) 
end 
SelectChannel 
theTextline = self.GetDialog.FindByName("aTextline4") 
source= SourceDialog.ShowClass("Select Stream Coverage Name",FSrc) 
for each i in source 
_Channel = i.AsString 
end 




if (source.Count<>O) then 
aName = source .Get(O).GetSubName 
if (aName <> "arc")then 
System.Beep 








theTextline = self.GetDialog.FindByName("NameDEM") 
source= SourceDialog.ShowClass("Select DEM File Name",Grid) 
for each i in source 
_DEM = i.AsString 
_DEMasc = Grid.Make(i) 
end 
if (nil= source) then 
return nil 
end 
ok = self.GetDialog.FindByName("aLabelButton1 ").SetEnabled(true) 
it (nil <> _DEM) then 
_path= _DEM.AsFilename.RcturnDir 
the T extLine. SetT ext(_path.AsString+"\" +_DEM .AsString) 
end 
SelectELEV 
theTextline = selt.GetDialog.FindByName("aTextline16") 
source= SourceDialog.ShowClass("Select DEM File Name",Grid) 
tor each i in source 
_ELEV= i.AsString 
_ELEVasc = Grid.Make(i) 
end 




theTextline = self.GetDialog.FindByName("aTextline1 O") 
source= SourceDialog.ShowClass("Select DEM File Name",Grid) 
tor each i in source 
_ELEV = i.AsString 
_ELEVasc = Grid.Make(i) 
end 
it (nil =source) then 
return nil 
end 
theTextLine.SetText ath.AsStrin +"\"+ _ELEV.AsStrin 
'Load ET Data to Table 
theTextline = selt.GetDialog.FindByName("aTextLine7") 
SelectETFile 
_attETTableFile = FileDialog.Show ("*.txt","Delimited Text [*.txt]","Load ET Data Text File") 
if (nil= _attETTableFile) then 
exit 
end 
'_path = _attETTableFile.ReturnDir 
theTextline.SetText(_attETTableFile.AsString) 
if ((_attETTableFile <> nil) And (_ETStation <>nil)) then 
ok = self.GetDialog.FindByName("aLabelButton4").SetEnabled(true) 
end 
SelectETStation 
theTextline = self.GetDialog.FindByName("aTextline6") 
source = SourceDialog.Show("Select ET Station Name") 
for each i in source 
_ETStation = i.AsString 
end 




if (_ETStation <> nil) then 
_path= _ETStation.AsFilename.ReturnDir 
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theTextline. SetT ext(_path.AsString+"\" + _ETStation.AsString) 
end 
if ((_attETTableFile <> nil) And (_ETStation <>nil)) then 
ok = self.GetDialog.FindByName("alabelButton4").SetEnabled(true) 
end 
Selectlnfiltration 
theTextline = self.GetDialog.FindByName("aTextline2") 
source= SourceDialog.ShowClass("Select Soil Coverage Name",FSrc) 
for each i in source 
_Infiltration= i.AsString 
end 




if (source.Count<>O) then 
aName = source.Get(O).GetSubName 
if (aName <> "polygon")then 
System.Beep 
MsgBox.Error(" Please Select only Polygon feature" ,"You Have an Errors ... !") 
else 
_path= _lnfiltration.AsFilename.ReturnDir 




theTextline = self.GetDialog. FindByName("aTextline13") 
source= SourceDialog.ShowClass("Select Inlet Node Grid",Grid) 
for each i in source 
_Rivnode = i.AsString 
_Rivnodeasc = Grid.Make(i) 
end 









'Load Rainfall Data to Table 
theTextline = self.GetDialog.FindByName("aTextline31 ") 
_POROSITY= FileDialog.Show ("*.asc","ASCll Grid [*.asc]" ,"Load Soil Porosity ASCII File") 





the Textline.SetT ext POROSITY .AsStrin 
SelectPorosity1 
' Load Rainfall Data to Table 
theTextline = self.GetDialog.FindByName("aTextline30") 
_POROSITY= FileDialog.Show ("* .asc" ,"ASCll Grid [*.asc]" ,"Load Soil Porosity ASCII File" ) 





' Load Rainfall Data to Table 
SelectRainFallFile 
theTextline = self.GetDialog.FindByName("aTextline7" ) 
_attTableFile = FileDialog.Show (" *. txt" ,"Delimited Text [*.txt]" ,"Load Rainfall Data Text File") 





ok = self.GetDialo .FindB Name "aLabelButton27" .SetEnabled true 
SelectRetrive 
' Load Initial Parametr File' 
theTextline = self.GetDialog.FindByName("aTextline9") 
_RetriveFile = FileDialog .Show ("* .par" ,"ASCll File [*.par]" ,"Load ASCII File") 





'Load Rainfall Data to Table 
SelectRough 
theTextline = self.GetDialog.FindByName("aTextline25") 
_ROUGH= FileDialog.Show ("*.asc" ,"ASCll Grid [*.asc]","Load Landcover Roughness ASCII Fil e") 
if (nil = _ROUGH) then 
exit 
end 
'_path = _ROUGH.ReturnDir 
theTextline .SetText _ROUGH.AsStrin 
' Load Rainfall Data to Table 
SelectRough1 
theTextline = self.GetDialog.FindByName("aTextline22") 
_ROUGH= FileDialog.Show ("* .asc" ,"ASCll Grid [*.asc]" ,"Load Landcover Roughness ASCII File") 
if (nil = _ROUGH) then 
exit 
end 
'_path= _ROUGH.Return Dir 
theTextLine.SetText ROUGH.AsStrin 
SelectRoughness 
theTextline = self.GetDialog.FindByName("aTextLine5") 
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source= SourceDialog.ShowClass("Select Roughness Coverage Name",FSrc) 




for each i in source 
_Roughness = i.AsString 
end 
if (source.Count <> 0) then 
aName = source.Get(O).GetSubName 
if (aName <> "polygon")then 
System.Beep 







theTextline = self.GetDialog.FindByName("aTextline3") 
source = SourceDialog.ShowClass("Select Station Coverage Name",FSrc) 
for each i in source 
_Station = i.AsString 
end 




if (source.Count<>O) then 
aName = source.Get(O).GetSubName 
if (aName <> "point")then 
System.Beep 
MsgBox.Error(" Please Select only Point feature" ,"You Have an Errors .. . !") 
else 
_path= _Station.AsFilename.ReturnDir 
theTextLine.SetText(_path .AsString+"\"+ _Station.AsString) 
end 
end 
ok = self.GetDialo .FindB Name "aLabelButton27" .SetEnabled true 
SelectXslope 
' Load Rainfall Data to Table 
theTextline = self.GetDialog.FindByName("aTextline20") 
_SX = FileDialog.Show ("*.asc" ,"ASCll Grid [*.asc]" ,"Load XSlope ASCII File") 





'Load Rainfall Data to Table 
SelectXslope1 
theTextline = self.GetDialog.FindByName("aTextline14") 
_SX = FileDialog.Show ("*.asc","ASCll Grid [*.asc]","Load XSlope ASCII File") 
if (nil = _SX) then 
exit 
end 
'_path = _SX.ReturnDir 
the T extLine.SetT ext(_SX.AsString) 
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SelectYslope 
'Load Rainfall Data to Table 
theTextline = self.GetDialog.FindByName("aTextLine21 ") 
_SY= FileDialog.Show ("*.asc","ASCll Grid [*.asc]" ,"Load YSlope ASCII File") 
if (nil = _SY) then 
exit 
end 
'_path = _SY.ReturnDir 
theTextline.SetText SY.AsStrin 
'Load Rainfall Data to Table 
SelectYslope1 
theTextline = self.GetDialog.FindByName("aTextline15") 
_SY= FileDialog.Show ("* .asc","ASCll Grid [*.asc]","Load YSlope ASCII File") 





Create id ASCII File to Grid 
ShowGraph 
Id= Grid.MakeFromASCll(FileName.Make(_SystemPath.AsString+"id"),false) 
' Check View Open or not , if not Open View 
' 
thisProject = av.GetProject 
theView = thisProject.FindDoc("Watershed Surface Hydrologic Modeling Systems") 




t = theView.FindTheme ("Hydro-id.shp") 
if (k>nil) then 
theView.DeleteTheme (t) 
File. Delete("hydro-id .shp" .AsFilename) 
end 
' Add ID Theme to View 




' Convert Grid to Shape 
for each tin theView.GetActiveThemes 
if (t.ls( FTHEME ).Not) then 




if (t.ls (FTHEME).Not) then 
def= FileName.Make("Hydro-id.shp") 
if (def= NIL) then return NIL end 
anFTab = t.ExportToFtab(def) 
else 
tbl = t.GetFTab 
attribVis = FALSE 
for each fin tbl.GetFields 





shapeVis = tbl.FindField("Shape").lsVisible 




if (def= NIL) then return nil end 
shpfld = (tbl.FindField("Shape")) 
if (shpfld.lsVisible.Not) then 
shpfld.SetVisible(shpfld.lsVisible.Not) 





anFTab = tbl.Export(def, Shape, tbl.GetSelection.Count > 0) 
if (anFTab.HasError) then 
if (anFTab.HasLockError) then 
MsgBox.Error("Unable to acquire Write Lock for file"+ def.GetBaseName,"") 
else 








the View. Delete Theme(the Theme) 
'create a theme and add it to the View 








aChartSelect = MsgBox.ChoiceAsString (_ChartList, "Select Chart from List below:" , "Show Hydrograph") 
if (aChartSelect = nil) then exit end 
av.Get Project. Find Doc ( aChartSelect). GetWi n. Open 
self.GetDialog.Close 
Create id ASCII File to Grid 
ShowlD 
Id= Grid.MakeFromASCll(FileName.Make(_SystemPath.AsString+"id"),false) 
' Check View Open or not , if not Open View 
thisProject = av.GetProject 
theView = thisProject.FindDoc("Watershed Surface Hydro!ogic Modeling Systems") 




t = theView.FindTheme ("ID") 
if (t<>nil) then 
theView.DeleteTheme (t) 
end 
'Add ID Theme to View 
theTheme = GTheme.Make(ld) 




alegend = theTheme.Getlegend 
alegend.SetlegendType (#LEGEND_ TYPE_COLOR) 
alegend.lnterval(theTheme,"Value", 1) 
the Theme. Updatelegend 
_Id list=[} 
aDialog = av.GetProject.FindDialog("ShowlD.Dialog") 
aDialog.Open 
alist = aDialog.FindByName("alistBcx3") 
alist.Empty 
a Table= av.GetProject.FindDoc("Table of Discharge") 
if (a Table= nil) then exit end 
t = aTable.GetWin 






aTableSelect = MsgBox.ChoiceAsString (_ Tablelist, "Select Table from List below:", "Show Table") 




thisProject = av.GetProject 
thisView = thisProject.FindDoc("Watershed Surface Hydrologic Modeling Systems") 
if (thisView<>nil) then 
thisProject. Remove Doc (this View) 
end 
thisTable = thisProject.FindDoc("Table of DisCharge") 
if (thisTable<>nil) then 
thisProject.RemoveDoc (thisTable) 
end 
this Table= thisProject.FindDoc("Table of RainFall") 
if (thisTable<>nil) then 
thisProject. Remove Doc (this Table) 
end 
thisTable = thisProject.FindDoc("Original Rainfall File") 
if (thisTable<>nil) then 
thisProject.RemoveDoc (thisTable) 
end 





_Method = "Spline" 
Startup 
_Initial= O 
aProject = av.GetProject 
Load Extension to this project 
Extension.Open("$AVHOME\ext32\spatial.avx".AsFileName) 
'Extension .Open("$AVHOM E\ext32\hydro.avx" .AsFileName) 
Extension .Open("$AVHOME\ext32\d ialog.avx" .AsFileName) 
' Set work space 
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newDir = MsgBox.lnput( "Specify new work directory" , "Work Directory" , aProject.GetWorkDir.GetFullName) 
if (newDir = nil) then 
return nil 
elseif (newDir.AsFileName.lsDir.Not) then 
MsgBox.Error( newDir.AsFileName.GetFullName++"is not a directory","") 
aProject.Close 
exit 
elseif (File.lsWritable(newDir.AsFileName).Not) then 






Set Name for this project 
_ProjectPath = aProject.GetFileName.ReturnDir.AsString+"\" 
av.Resize (910, 600) 
av.MoveTo (2, 80) 
av.GetProject.GetWin.Maximize 
av.GetProject.GetWin.SetTitle ("Agricultural & Biosystems Engineering Department, Iowa State University") 
aView = av.GetProject.FindDoc("Watershed Surface Hydrologic Modeling Systems") 




newView.SetName("Watershed Surface Hydrologic Modeling Systems") 
_SystemPath = (aProject.GetWorkDir.AsString+"\").AsFileName 
_SystemPath .SetCWD 
MainMenu = Av.FindDialog("Menu.Dialog" ) 
MainMenu.Open 
MainMenu.MoveTo (2,0) 
_Mylist = {'"'} 
_ Chartlist = {} 
_ Tablelist = {} 
Channel Initial = O 
Overlandlnitial = 0 
UnitFactor = 1 
_DEM=nil 
_ChannelType = 1 
_Id List={} 
' Show Warning Messgae 
MsgBox. Banner( (_ ProjectPath .AsString+"Warning.gif") .AsFileName ,5, "WARN I NG!") 
' Checking Important file before copy them 
aFilelist = {"route.exe" , "model .exe", "init.exe" , "slope.exe", "elevdif .exe" , "elevdif2.exe", "run.exe"} 
for each i in 1 .. aFilelist.Count 
aFN = FileName.Make(_ProjectPath+aFilelist.Get(i-1 )) 
if ((File.Exists (aFN)).Not) then 
System.Beep 
MsgBox.Error ("Missing some file , Please reinstall program again" 








'aGuilist = Av.Getproject.GetGuis 
'n = aGuilist.count 
'aDocGui = aGuilist.Get(n-1) 
'aDocGUl.SetVisible (false) 




elevdif = Grid.MakeFromASCll ("elevdif.asc".Asf=ilename, true) 
Bwidth = _Bwidth.AsNumber.AsGrid 
lnitlet = _lnitlet.AsNumber.AsGrid 
RivRough = _RivRough.AsNumber.AsGrid 
zz = 1.5.AsGrid 
z2p1 = ((zzA2)+ 1 )A0.5 
d1 = O.AsGrid 
d2 = 5.AsGrid 
sn = ((elevdif/\0.5)/RivRough) 
f1 = (sn • (((Bwidth+(zz*d1 ))'d1 )A1.6667)/(((2.AsGrid*d1 *z2p1 )+Bwidth)A0.6667))-lnitlet 
f2 = (sn * (((Bwidth+(zz*d2))*d2)A1 .6667)/(((2.AsGrid*d2*z2p1 )+Bwidth)A0.6667))-lnitlet 
d3 = d1 - (((d2 - d1 ) * f1 )/(f2-f1 )) 
f3 = (sn * (((Bwidth+(zz*d3))*d3)A1 .6667)/(((2.AsGrid*d3*z2p1 )+Bwidth)A0.6667))-lnitl et 
while (f3.Abs > 0.00001) 
if (f3 > 0) then 
d2 = d3 
f2 = f3 
else 
d1 = d3 
f1 = f3 
end 
d3 = d1 - (((d2-d1 ) * f1 )/(f2-f1 )) 
f3 = (sn * (((Bwidth+(zz*d3))*d3)A1 .6667)/(((2*d3*z2p1 )+Bwidth)A0.6667))-initl et 
end 
lnitDepth = d3 
lnitArea = ((zz* lnitDepth)+Bwidth)*lnitDepth 
'ms box.info sn.asstrin "" 
ChannelType = 1 
Method = "Trends" 
_SystemPath.SetCWD 
aFN = Fi leName.Make("dem.asc") 







MsgBox.Error ("dem.asc do not exist. Please generate it before use this module", "You have an error .. !") 
Av. Run("CloseSubDialog. Menu" ,nil) 
self. GetDialog. Close 
exit 
end 
theTextline = self. GetDialog. FindByName("a Textline 16") 
if (theTextline.GetText="")then 
System.Beep 
MsgBox.Error ("Please Enter X Slope Name, Otherwise use default name", "You have an error ... !") 
theTextline.SetText("XSlope") 
end 
XslopeName = _SystemPath.AsString+theTextl ine.GetText 




MsgBox.Error ("Please Enter Y Slope Name, Otherwise use default name" , "You have an error .. !") 
theTextline.SetText("YSlope") 
end 
YslopeName = _SystemPath.AsString+theTextline.GetText 
aFN = FileName.Make("slope.exe") 
if ((File.Exists (aFN)).Not) then 
System.Beep 
MsgBox.Error ("S lope.exe do not exist, Can not run this module" , "You have an error ... !") 
Av. Run ("CloseSubDialog. Menu" ,nil ) 




System. Executes ynchronous(buffer) 
File.Copy("sx".AsFileName,(XslopeName+".asc").AsFileName) 




self. GetDialog. Close 
Av.Run "CloseSubDialo .Menu",nil 
ap=av.getproject 
as=ap.getdocs 
n = (as.count)-1 
msgbox.info(as .get(O).asstring , '") 
WriteScriptToFile 
f = LineFile.Make("d:\temp\ave.txt".asfilename, #FILE_PERM_WRITE) 
for each i in 1 .. n 
theView = ap.FindDoc( (as .get(i-1 )).asstring) 




f.WriteElt((as.get(i -1 )).asstring) 









APPENDIX B. WSHMS C PROGRAM 
The companion CD-ROM, which contains many of the WSHMS C program, 
the WSHMS.apr ArcView project file, and sample data sets used in the research 
can be obtained from the author or his major professor. The CD-ROM contains the 
program that installs the WSHMS-ArcView group to the user's Program Manager 
and creates icons that can be used to initiate the modeling. 
To install WSHMS, please follow these steps: 
Windows 95 Installation: 
1. Insert the CD-ROM into your CD-ROM drive. 
2. From the Windows 95 desktop, double-click on the My Computer icon. 
3. Double-Click on the icon representing your CD-ROM drive. 
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